and take a driving tour of the region to see the other nearby lakes
and quaint villages.
In Scotland, Edinburgh’s Old Town has retained many of its
original buildings and the 18th century New Town is also wellpreserved, both still functioning as a great examples of healthy
urban neighborhoods.
Ireland is a small country blessed with the rich variety of wonderful
sites, most famous for its green rolling hills, history, friendly people,
and Guinness. Our three main destinations will be Dingle, Galway
and of course Dublin, capital of the country, a great center of
culture, learning and nightlife. We’ll also visit Killarney and Kinsale.
We will be visiting small villages along the way, towns with colorful
buildings, many pubs, naandd some and an ancient stone forts.
Dublin is a wonderful city, but don’t make the mistake when you’re
visiting Ireland of only going to Dublin – there’s so much more to
see.

Three Days in London:

Tour of England, Scotland & Ireland

London, Bath, the Cotswolds, York, the Lake District,
Edinburgh, Galway, Dingle, Killarney, Kinsale and
Dublin (you can click on each place to jump there)

Introduction:

We’re taking you on a tour of England, Scotland and Ireland.
Starting in London, best of all, then to Bath, a small city with a
human scale where you’ll find quiet pedestrian lanes lined with
shops and galleries ideal for strolling.
Next to York, one of the most historic cities in England. We will
show you the great old buildings, museums, pedestrian lanes,
restaurants, street entertainment.
The Lake District is a very popular holiday destination, famous
for, forests, mountains, quaint villages and lakes, designated a
UNESCO World Heritage site in 2017. Four of the top activities are
exploring the towns, taking boat rides, do a little nature walking,

London is an enormous challenge to visit in three days, but it
can be done! We shall steer you to the most important highlights
and help you navigate this incredibly wonderful place. One
century ago London was the world’s largest
city, controlling the globe’s most powerful
empire. Today it is still one of the major urban
centers, playing a dominant role in banking,
commerce and culture, offering the visitor
many stimulating things to see and do. The
city covers a vast area consisting of separate
villages that grew over time into a megalopolis
twice as big as Paris or New York -- but the
most interesting part of town is squeezed into
a small package in the middle only one-halfmile square that can easily be covered on foot, while the rest of
London’s highlights can conveniently be reached by public transit.
You like theater? London ranks with New York at the top. Fine
arts? Cutting edge to Old Masters, no problem. Dining out? It’s
not just meat and potatoes anymore. History? On full display in

all its glory. Shopping? A nation
of shopkeepers. Getting around?
Comfortable shoes, excellent
taxis and the “tube” are all you
need. Architecture? All periods
represented. Communicating?
They invented your language.
Friendly? Visit some of the 7,000
pubs. Anything else? London has
it all.
London is an enormous challenge to visit in three days, but it can
be done! We shall steer you to the most important highlights and
help you navigate this incredibly wonderful place. One century ago
London was the world’s largest city, controlling the globe’s most
powerful empire. Today it is still one of the major urban centers,
playing a dominant role in banking, commerce and culture, offering
the visitor many stimulating things to see and do. The city covers
a vast area consisting of separate
villages that grew over time into a
megalopolis twice as big as Paris or
New York -- but the most interesting
part of town is squeezed into a small
package in the middle only onehalf-mile square that can easily be
covered on foot, while the rest of
London’s highlights can conveniently
be reached by public transit.
You like theater? London ranks with New York at the top. Fine arts?
Cutting edge to Old Masters, no problem. Dining out? It’s not just
meat and potatoes anymore. History? On full display in all its glory.
Shopping? A nation of shopkeepers. Getting around? Comfortable
shoes, excellent taxis and the “tube” are all you need. Architecture?
All periods represented. Communicating? They invented your
language. Friendly? Visit some of the 7,000 pubs. Anything else?
London has it all.
While we are walking remember that, of course, the British drive
on the “wrong” (left) side, which you need to keep in mind as a
pedestrian because when you cross the street, you must look right
instead of left. This gets confusing, so the safest strategy is to

look both ways and keep looking back and forth all the way across.
Drivers will only stop for you if you are in a crossing guarded by a
blinking orange light -- and there are not many of those around, so be
careful. Defensive pedestrian strategies are important in your travels
because there will be times when cutting across a street in the middle
of a block can be faster and safer than using an intersection, where a
car could hit you from four different directions rather than one or two
in mid-block. Just don’t take any chances.

Day 1: Trafalgar Square; Leicester Square; Covent Garden;
Soho; South Kensington; Natural History and Victoria &
Albert Museum
Day 2: Walking tour of Piccadilly, Mayfair and Oxford Street;
Changing the Guard; Westminster Abbey; National Gallery;
Day 3: Bus tour; St. Paul’s; Tower of London; boat ride;
British Museum; Bloomsbury; Tottenham Ct. Rd/Charing
Cross Road;
DAY ONE: On this first day we arrive at the hotel just before 9:00am,
store our luggage, then go out for a leisurely walk, returning to hotel
after lunch, about 2:00pm to check in.
Trafalgar Square; the Strand; Covent Garden; Soho; Leicester
Square; (unlikely option: South
Kensington; Natural History and
Victoria & Albert Museum).
One block from the hotel, we
begin at Trafalgar Square, a great
landmark surrounded by majestic
buildings, with Lord Nelson
towering above it all on his soaring
column. At the northeast corner
you’ll see the classic church spire of St-Martin-in-the-Fields, which
became the model for thousands of later churches. There is a nice
café in the basement with a lot of inexpensive choices.

COVENT GARDEN

You can easily get to the center of the action at the Piazza by
walking from Leicester Square along Long Acre, passing the world’s
largest travel bookstore, Stanford, reaching the Covent Garden tube

station, then taking a right down busy James Street, always filled
with pedestrians and oddballs. Alternatively, and more fun but a bit
confusing, exit Leicester Square on the diagonal that cuts by Burger
King, called Bear Street, then cross the road and disappear into the
little pedestrian alleys that lead over to the Piazza. These few blocks
of narrow passageways lined with shops are so quaint it feels like
you have slipped back a few centuries. Salisbury Pub, Brown’s and
Giovanni’s Italian Restaurant are three of the best eateries in this
neighborhood. St. Martins Court, New Row and King Street lead right
into the Piazza. Refer to your map and you can’t get lost.
There is no garden at Covent Garden, but you will find many
attractions that could turn this into your favorite part of town, because
it is filled with unique shops,
numerous restaurants, lots of
sidewalk entertainment, marvelous
buildings and vast pedestrian
zones. For many people this is the
heart of London.
In the middle of the Covent
Garden Piazza is the Central
Market, made famous because
Eliza Doolittle sold flowers here in My Fair Lady. The area used to be
the main food distribution market for London, but that was all moved
out in 1974 and the shops came in, converting this into a daily street
festival. You can usually find three or four sidewalk entertainers in
various parts of this large public plaza, especially in front of St. Paul’s
Church, the neoclassical creation of Inigo Jones, who designed the
entire piazza in the Italian style back in 1631. Street performers
have been a tradition ever since. It was the first residential square
in London and was an instant hit,
with high society moving right in
and turning the Piazza into one
of the most fashionable parts of
town.
Covent Garden became a cultural
center with the opening of the
Theater Royal in 1663 and the
Royal Opera in 1732. Both
theaters are still in operation

today, with the latest Opera
reconstruction just finished in a
grand scheme that has finally
completed the Piazza with the
northeast colonnade. Live
performances from the Opera’s
stage are projected on a giant
outdoor video screen in the Piazza
on many summer evenings.
The covered market building in
the center is a grand old structure from the 19th century, built of metal
and glass in the early industrial style that looks like a giant open
greenhouse, with three arched atriums that shelter open-air merchant
stalls. Craft fairs are held every
day with a frequent rotation of
sellers that gives you a reason
to come back again tomorrow.
Classical string quartet
performances by students from
the London College of Music are
often happening in the outdoor
lower level of the South Hall, or
maybe you’ll catch the Chinese
ensemble on James Street by the
tube station.
The area for several blocks around the Piazza is also called Covent
Garden, and has many nooks and crannies for you to explore. Rules,
London’s oldest restaurant founded in 1798, is a block away on
Maiden Lane, still serving traditional English food in a comfortable
cozy atmosphere.
A favorite walk from the Piazza is to head north a few blocks along
Neal Street, a pedestrian lane that has more pubs and shops.
Thomas Neal’s is an old warehouse converted into a chic shopping
complex that retains the original brick architecture, with Belgo
Centraal in the adjacent basement, for mussels and Belgian beer.
Neal’s Yard is another quaint little cluster, a colorful, open courtyard
with several casual outdoor cafes. Wandering through Soho would be
a good way to continue the day.

SOHO

Plunge into Soho by walking down Old
Compton Street, and meander through the
fascinating side streets, Greek, Frith and
Dean. You will see lots of people having a
great time standing on the sidewalks drinking, talking and carrying on
in a big party scene. This action gets especially busy from 5:00pm
on through the night, so you might want to hang out for a while if it is
your style of fun. There are many excellent restaurants here.
Next stop, Chinatown. Cross over the busy theater street, Shaftsbury
Avenue, and walk one block south to Gerrard Street, the center of
London’s Chinatown. It’s a small neighborhood, just four square
blocks, but it has about 40
Chinese restaurants and lots of
Asians hanging out and shopping.
Greater London has several other
Asian neighborhoods where
people live and work, but this
original Chinatown is still the
busiest of all. Another block south
we’ll be in Leicester Square, a few
blocks from our hotel.

LEICESTER SQUARE

Leicester Square (pronounced Lester) is the one of the most exciting
centers of London, so have a look around and soak in the energy that
is always flowing here. Mobs of people coming and going, youths
lounging on the grass having a party, bench-sitters lining the paths
that cut through the square, all surrounded by huge movie complexes
and mediocre restaurants. Better meals can be had elsewhere, but
there are a couple of watering holes to consider. The action picks up
in the afternoon and carries on till
midnight, with a steady supply of
street performers (called buskers
here) to keep you entertained.
The sure thing for theater discounts
is found at the half price “tkts”
ticket booth, open from 10:00am –
7:00pm, Monday through Saturday,
and noon-3:30pm on Sunday when

only a few theaters are open. You
can usually get good $55 seats
for half the shows in town, but not
the most popular ones. The most
desirable seats are in the section
called “Stalls” which is equivalent
to our ground level orchestra,
and their balcony is termed the
“Circle.” Treat yourself to the
best seats available as close to
the stage as possible, even if you are off to the side.
We return to hotel for check-in about 2:00pm, take time to rest,
shower and change, then head out again for a short walk on your
own, or if you you have any energy remaining, this is the one chance
to travel cross-town to the V&A Museum, open late on Friday nights.
Day 2: Walking tour of Piccadilly, Mayfair and Oxford Street;
Changing the Guard; Westminster Abbey; National Gallery.

PICCADILLY CIRCUS

Piccadilly Circus was “center of the universe” during the days of
Empire and is today a major intersection from which several busy
streets radiate. Filled with both tourists and locals, there is always
something going on here. Merely the size of one block, with the
graceful aluminum statue of Eros in the middle, this busy crossroad
offers many choices for your first route through town -- and you will
certainly come back through a few times as your path curls back
through this busy hub. Piccadilly is a special place in the early
evening after a light rain, with glistening sidewalks reflecting the
Times Square-like lights from the giant neon billboards, so take
advantage if those conditions come together for you.
There are some shops,
restaurants, theaters and
amusement attractions to
consider at Piccadilly Circus such
as Lillywhites, a large casual
clothing store, Rock Circus, a
wax museum of pop music stars,
and Trocadero, a gigantic multilevel video game arcade featuring
Segaworld extravaganza.

Piccadilly Circus is on the west edge of the theater district, with about
40 plays going on at any one time in a six block-wide neighborhood
called the West End. Comedies, musicals and dramas are all
available every night you are in town, so take advantage and go for
it. There are another 100 smaller venues scattered around town with
fringe theater and cabaret revues.

REGENT STREET and
MAYFAIR

Starting from Piccadilly, walk along
the curved section of Regent
Street, one of the most majestic
promenades in town offering
a sweeping urban vista that is
particularly impressive when you
stop after three blocks and look
back from the corner of Vigo Street. The sleek oval building across
Regent Street is the flagship of Aquascutum, an elegant clothing store
with superb displays and service. Garrard, jewelers to the crown,
is adjacent, as is Austin Reed, another major clothing store, and all
the way up Regent Street major retailers continue for nine blocks,
including Europe’s largest toy store, Hamleys, and Liberty, a designer
department store.
This famous stretch of Regent
Street was designed at the
beginning of the 19th century
by John Nash, one of England’s
most important architects. While
it is still impressive, most of his
original buildings were replaced by
structures twice as large, so much
of the original character was lost.
The upper section of Regent Street continues to Oxford Street as a
big, wide, busy thoroughfare, one mile long with hundreds of shops,
the busiest retail street in town. We walk along it for a few blocks.

BOND STREET

Turn left at Bond Street into the most expensive shopping turf in town.
Compared to busy Regent Street, this is a more peaceful route to
walk and the buildings here are each unique. Pay attention to the
upper floors as you walk along and notice the fine sculptural details in

the terra cotta cladding on many
of the facades, some of which look
vaguely Dutch with their fanciful
gables. Like most of London, the
buildings here are old and just
six floors high, so there is a real
human scale and sense of history
on this street and throughout the
city.
The exclusive shops on Old Bond
include Tiffany, David Morris, Bulgari, Patek Philippe, Georg Jensen,
Asprey and four dozen more in the first three blocks, assembled
as the biggest concentration of high-end retail in the nation. Walk
on by, not buying but browsing, to the slightly less lofty northern
stretch called New Bond Street. Stop for a photo at the funny statue
of Churchill and FDR sitting on a wooden bench. There are more
beautiful shops for clothing, shoes, jewels and designer goods all the
way along.
The Burlington arcade is just
one block long and has 40 small
shops with exquisite, expensive
merchandise. London’s covered
19th-century malls were copied
from the Parisian glass covered
the size that had become the
rage, and are early inspirations
for our modern shopping centers.
While presenting the standard
range of clothing, antiques and jewelry, each shop is unique with
only the highest quality items on display, and they are just starting to
open, as your watch should now read about 10 AM. Take some time
to browse, but don’t run, chew gum or make loud noises, lest you be
stopped by the Beadle, a traditional uniformed security gentleman on
duty to maintain a proper sense of decorum.
Walking through the Burlington arcade. It’s a covered shopping mall
over 100 years old, the forerunner of our modern shopping malls.
This concept got started in Paris back in the middle of the 19th
century a size and London quickly followed suit and the Burlington
arcade is the finest of all of London’s arcades that are left today really

there is only half a dozen of these
left in the city. Now, and this is
right in the heart of town, the
shops, expensive, but the quality
is the best.
While presenting the standard
range of clothing, antiques and
jewelry, each shop is unique with
only the highest quality items on
display, and they are just starting
to open, as your watch should
now read 10:00am. Take some time to browse, but don’t run, chew
gum or make loud noises, lest you be stopped by the beadle, a
traditional uniformed security gentleman on duty to maintain a proper
sense of decorum.
Emerging on busy Piccadilly, turn
left and pass the Royal Academy,
peering into the elegant courtyard
for a look at how the aristocracy
lived 200 years ago. Now a major
art museum with changing special
exhibits, make note of what is on in
case you are interested for a visit later in your stay.
Take some time for a visit to a very special food store across the
street, Fortnum and Mason, founded three hundred years ago and
going strong in their recently expanded department store. It is the
most famous gourmet shop in town with an elegant atmosphere of
crystal chandeliers, mahogany counters and tuxedoed clerks. The
ground floor is foodie heaven, stocked with teas, caviar, pastries,
meats, biscuits, wines, perfect produce, pasta, chocolates (free
samples), soups, condiments, jams, and this list goes on.

ST. JAMES

Behind Fortnum and Mason you will find another elegant small
shopping street tucked away, Jermyn Street, with a couple of
aromatic interiors worthy of a sniff -- Floris, for soaps and perfumes,
and then Paxton and Whitfields, with 300 different kinds of cheese
on offer. You can smell a couple of divine odiferous centuries here.
Look into St. James, one of Christopher Wren’s magnificent parish
churches, with a serene simple interior flooded with light shining

through the large clear windows.
The church also has a sidewalk
market and café out front.
Walk a block down Duke of York
Street to the centerpiece of this
district, St. James Square, a small
public park like Berkeley Square,
with green lawns, flower beds,
inviting benches and many tall
trees. Pass through to the other
side and continue to Pall Mall, a fancy street lined with gentlemen’s
clubs. This will lead you over a couple of blocks to St. James Palace
and the first phase of the Changing of the Guard.

CHANGING THE GUARD

What follows is a perfect schedule to help you avoid the crowds and
get the most out of the colorful changing ceremony. The pomp and
circumstance of this ritual is great fun, with the redcoat soldiers in
their tall black hats parading to the bouncy rhythm of a marching
brass band. We want to get to
St. James Palace at 11:10am
and wait along the curb on
Marlborough Road for the first
phase. There will already be a
small crowd there, so just walk
along the block until you are able
to find a clearing and stand right
at the curb, which will give you
an unobstructed view. In a few
minutes the guards will emerge
with a small band and assemble in formation in the courtyard of the
Tudor-style palace, which is currently home to Prince Charles and
was home to English monarchs for 300 years, starting with Henry XIII,
until Buckingham Palace replaced it in 1837.
The small squad of soldiers and a marching band will walk past
you quickly, so have your camera ready for the shot with a nice
palace backdrop. Then you want to catch the next phase by walking
across St. James Park, enjoying a very pleasant stroll, crossing the
footbridge over the lake, which delivers nice views of Buckingham
Palace and Whitehall in the other direction. After the bridge turn right

and follow the path along the
lake, looking for swans, pelicans,
ducks and squirrels along the
way, heading towards the corner
exit at Birdcage Walk and the
Wellington Barracks, where the
main troops and marching band
are assembling.
Rather than dashing over to the
fence for a closer look at the
soldiers, you want to walk right
around the corner heading towards Buckingham Palace, finding
another clear spot by the curb for a good view. In a few minutes
the troops will come marching by in all their glory with the big band
sounding off wonderfully, then disappearing behind the palace gates.
That’s it for the main event, but you can also catch the impressive
mounted guards coming through, if you walk to the right along the
curved path behind the flower beds to The Mall, where you get a
perfect view of Buckingham Palace, and in a couple minutes the
soldiers will ride by on their big black horses. Don’t bother hanging
around for the next 30 minutes waiting for the band to come out again
-- it’s time for lunch, perhaps at the casual sandwich and soup buffet
in the park.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY

Westminster Abbey, a few blocks
south of St. James Park, is one
of the finest Gothic churches in
the world, as impressive as Notre
Dame in Paris (if not more so).
Edward the Confessor began the

harmonious complex. Admission is expensive, nearly $30, or $25 for
seniors (65+). Photography is not allowed.

NATIONAL GALLERY

The National Gallery, one the
world’s great art museums, is on
the north side of Trafalgar Square.
Even if you are not a major art fan,
you owe it to yourself to have a
look, and for those who appreciate
the great masters, you could stay
for a few hours in total rapture.
Admission is free and there is a

cafeteria downstairs for a quick
wholesome meal that will also
give you a chance to sit down
and rest. The museum has a
complete collection of all the
important European painters, from
the Gothic through Impressionism,
displayed in beautiful galleries
that were recently renovated.
This art museum ranks in the world’s top four, along with the Louvre,
Hermitage and New York’s Met, so go see it.
V&A: By now you will be very tired at the end of this first day, and
will be ready for dinner and bed, but if anyone has a bit of energy
remaining and wants to see another major museum, the V&A is
open until 10:00pm on Fridays. This colossal Museum has got
approximately 10 miles of corridors, it primarily contains statues from
the European Renaissance and the Baroque periods, as well as
decorative arts, fashions, furniture, porcelains, musical instruments,
and so much more, connected by 10 miles of corridors inside.

DAY THREE
building around 1050 and largescale expansion commenced
in 1245, with major additions
made during the next 500 years,
resulting in this astonishing

Bus tour; St. Paul’s; Tower of London; boat ride; British Museum;
Bloomsbury; Tottenham Ct. Rd/Charing Cross Road;

BUS TOUR

In front of the National Gallery is a great place to catch a tour bus,
which is your next big adventure. You definitely want to sit upstairs
in the open for the best view. The tour takes you by the Houses of
Parliament and Big Ben, through the West End, across Tower Bridge

and into the downtown financial
center. You will always have
an eyeful of fascinating sights,
accompanied by live commentary
from the guide. An option is to
get off the bus mid-day for a
visit to St. Paul’s Cathedral ($25
admission), then resume the bus
tour. At the end of the ride we can
be dropped off at the Tower.

TOWER OF LONDON

This huge castle on the Thames is the city’s most popular attraction,
and is the oldest building in London, dating back to 1078 when
William the Conqueror began construction. It is a complete delight,
not only for the Crown Jewels, but for the entire experience. The
lines to enter get very long by mid-day when all of the morning bus
tours finish, so you should come in the morning to avoid the crowds.
The Tower opens at 9:00am, but arriving just after 9:30 would be
perfect because you could use your Travelcard on the tube, and
by then all of the costumed guides will be at their posts giving their
interesting presentations about life
in old England.
The Yeoman Warders (or
“Beefeaters”) are the most
famous Tower guides of all, with
their Elizabethan costumes and
fascinating stories about the history
of torture, imprisonment, ghosts
and intrigue surrounding this royal
fortress. You can follow them from
one part of the complex to another
for a complete one-hour tour, or more likely, catch some of the stories
and then continue on your own. Presentations by other guides in
period costumes on the Tower grounds are also entertaining, with
demonstrations of various household utensils, tools and artifacts
used in the residence. These guides are happy to talk with you and
answer your questions, offering a very personal experience.
Of course the Crown Jewels are the main attraction, so get to the
Jewel House early in your visit before the lines start forming. Enjoy

the video presentations in the
two lobbies, but skip ahead if
you don’t feel like watching it all.
The jewels display room is welldesigned, with moving sidewalks
along both sides of the cases that
you are welcome to ride several
times to see both sides. Look
for the world’s largest diamond,
the Cullinan stone, in the royal
scepter.
The White Tower is the oldest building of the castle and has a
spectacular, multi-level display that has just been completed after
many years of renovation, featuring suits of armor and historic
weapons, with informative signs and video displays. The Tower
Green was site of many executions, including that of Anne Boleyn,
who was beheaded for her
inability to have a male child, even
though she did give birth to a
great monarch, Elizabeth I. She
played an indirect role in creating
the Church of England because
Henry VIII broke with Rome to
marry her. Not good enough -- off
with her head. You can also walk
along sections of the outer wall for
nice views of Tower Bridge and
the castle complex. The Tower visit can easily be completed in 90
minutes.
We then board a river cruiser for the one-hour boat ride on the River
Thames with narration provided
by the ship’s crew to explain the
awesome sights, passing many
of the grand buildings in the heart
of the city. The boat docks at
Embankment, just two blocks from
our hotel.
After freshening up at the hotel,
and taking a break for lunch, those

interested can continue on to the British Museum, perhaps walking
there along fascinating Charing Cross Road.

BRITISH MUSEUM

The British Museum is one of the oldest museums in the world,
opened in 1759. The ancient
Greek and Egyptian collections
are the main treasures, especially
the Elgin Marble statues from the
Parthenon in Athens and the vast
number of mummies, colossal
statues and jewelry from the
ancient civilization of the Nile. We
go upstairs to have a look at the
Egyptian mummy collection and
other artifacts from ancient Egypt.
They have an astounding display that recently been renovated so
it’s looking very clean and clear beautifully displayed. You can see
the actual mummies themselves, their bodies inside each of the
wrappings. You will also find fascinating displays about the Romans
in Britain, ancient Assyrians,
Celtic prehistoric life, and
the Middle Ages. A good
visit could be completed in
90 minutes, and admission
is free, so this is a very
attractive activity.
This completes our three
days in London.
A private mini-bus will drive
us door-to-door from our
London hotel to Bath, about
3 ½ hours with two comfort stops along the way. Depart London hotel
at 8:30am.
All of the following text consists of slightly-edited transcripts from my
TV series about the tour, and is intended to give you a general picture
of activities, although our itinerary may vary from this and include
additional sights, and not necessarily cover everything mentioned
here.

BATH

We are going to bring you on walking tours, we’re going to bring you
through the center and into the various historic sites like the Museum
of the Roman Bath. We’re going to show you the great Abbey, we will
take you on a bus ride through the city and then out into the suburbs
around town, plus show you a few restaurants and other highlights
of the city like the great pedestrian lanes lined with shops. Bath is
another one of the great cities of Europe that you would really enjoy
visiting for at least a day or you could spend three days as we did in
our tour
The city of Bath is England’s second most popular visitor destination
after London. Bath is a town of supreme harmony constructed mostly
during the 18th century with beautiful cream-colored limestone in the
Georgian style of architecture. Along with the urban beauty there are
numerous historic sites and many
quiet lanes containing hundreds
of little shops that produces an
awesome combination that’ll
keep you happy for several days.
The town center has a human
scale with lowrise buildings and
quiet streets lined with shops
and galleries ideal for strolling,

all contained in a relatively small
area only about 1000 meters in
one direction and 500 meters in the
other.
A nice place to start walking is the
small Abbey Green, a peaceful
courtyard with a large tree in the
middle and historic old buildings
all around. This courtyard is quite
central. It’s just one block over from the Bath Abbey and yet is easily
missed because it’s really not very conspicuous. The adjacent lane
of North Parade has some great little restaurants including Sally Lunn
in the oldest building in town. Typical of our walking tours we like to
take you out of the way along with bringing you to the main highlights.
It’s very easy to navigate when you’re walking around in Bath
because there is one main street -- it’s about a kilometer long. It
changes names a few times variously called Milsom, Union, Stall and
Southgate streets, and it has different characters you go from one
end to the other, but throughout this
one street is a fascinating and fun
place to walk. You are guaranteed
to see quite a few street performers
as you walk along in the lanes of
Bath. There are jugglers, there’s
clowns, musicians, there’s bubble
blowers and all sorts of activities
to keep you entertained, and if you
are amused they will accept your
tips.
The southern end of this main pedestrian street is an excellent
example of urban redevelopment. It’s Southgate Street, which is kind
of like a shopping mall in the middle of the historic center. It blends
in very nicely with the pedestrian lanes around it and is anchored by
department stores and a nice variety of clothing stores and eateries
in a very well organized and clean place. The street itself was actually
purchased by the private developers who have transformed it into a
new town center.
It’s marvelous how the Southgate Mall blends seamlessly into its
extension further north on Stall Street and into Union Street, which

is really the busiest part of
town filled with locals and
tourists alike. Most of the
other street surrounding
this main lane are also
fascinating to walk along.
The best strategy for the
savvy traveler is stroll
up one direction and
then back down another
street, crisscrossing the
sidestreets in a semi-organized way until all the possibilities are
covered.
Perhaps you’ll be drawn into Bath Street lured by the colonnades on
both sides and tempting
shops along the way.
Bath Street is only one
block long, ending in a
small curved intersection
called Cross Bath with
more columns. Take a look
through the archway to the
tranquil courtyard of St.
John’s Hospital and then
look up to see the rooftop
pool of the Therme Spa
where you can get a full treatment in naturally heated mineral rich
waters.
Walk a block over through St. Michael’s Place to Westgate Street
another attractive lane with more shops on both sides. It’s called
Cheap Street on the east end, but this side seems more for locals
than for tourists. This leads to Kingsmead Square, another local
gathering place, nicknamed Seven Dials due to the converging
streets around it – recently renovated with wide sidewalks outdoor
cafés and bike lanes. It’s a very popular place to hang out and a great
example of urban preservation and reuse located only three blocks
from the tourist center, but most visitors never get here.
A block north brings you to Theater Royale, the main venue for
plays and live musicals in town. They usually have something going

on most evenings ranging from comedies to concerts to drama.
The theater has its own restaurant and in the side lane, Garrick’s
Head Pub, another cozy neighborhood with quiet streets and more
restaurants.
Then turn around and
walk back towards where
you started in the center
by the Abbey into a lovely
tangle of small pedestrian
alleys lined with shops.
Between High and Union
streets there are several
little pedestrian malls with
more shops including the
Corridor, Northumberland
Place and Union Passage. You could easily miss them but they’re
worth looking for. Too often in life we stay on the main road when the
real treats are just nearby on those side alleys. One could spend
several fun hours shopping and exploring these small lanes that wind
through the commercial heart of town. These little malls are easy
to find, so close to the Abbey, but their entrances are sometimes
inconspicuous.
The Guildhall was built
in 1776 as the Town Hall
and it still used today as
Council Chambers and
for special events like
weddings and concerts.
Adjacent you’ll find the
Guildhall Market, an old
covered arcade with 25
small shops and food stalls
open from 9:00 to 5:30
every day except Sunday. The market has some craft people such
as for knitting supplies and for having a custom leather belt cut.
Chat with merchant: “What’s the price range of an average belt?”
“They go from 30 up to about 45 depending on how wide they are
really.” “And how long does it take to cut one and fit it?” “Well if it’s
already made it’s a five minute job to cut it.”

Guildhall Market the oldest shopping
venue in Bath. It’s been in action
for the last 800 years on the same
location.
One block over continuing on Bridge
Street you arrive at Pultney Bridge
across the River Avon but you never
realize it’s a bridge because it’s
completely lined with shops that
block any view of the river down
below. It’s one of only three major bridges in Europe covered in
shops along with the Ponte Vecchio in Florence and the Rialto in
Venice. The River Avon flows through the center of town creating a
delightful watery ambience with parks along both sides and boat rides
on offer.
At the next block on Northgate
Street you’ll come across a
modern shopping complex The
Podium, a small multilevel indoor
mall.
New Bond Street will tempt you
until it intersects with Old Bond
Street, another short pedestrian
mall. This is the very center of
Bath’s shopping district with main roads, little alleys and small indoor
malls providing lots of temptations, so take your time wandering about
in a major shopping break. It really helps when they remove cars and
convert streets to pedestrian areas. More traditional scenarios of
traffic and wide sidewalks
lined with shops also works
well such as here a long
Milsom Street with historic
architecture retaining
character from previous
centuries.
For many years Milsom
was the main shopping
venue in Bath, but in recent
decades the development

along Southgate, further south
along Union Street has really
shifted the center of gravity and
balanced things out nicely, so that
they’re all doing very well.
At the top you come to George
Street, with raised paving that
elevated patrons above the
mud and horse splatter of past
centuries. It’s another fine
shopping and café venue. We’re very close to the city center, just
500 meters from Bath Abbey, so it’s very easy to reach, and around
the corner is Gay Street that lead you to one of the main highlights of
town

The Circus.

This circle of 33 elegant
townhouses is an ideal
example of town planning
with beautifully designed
buildings that efficiently
use the land yet also
provide open green space
for the residents with
private yards in the back
and a circular park in the
middle. The circus was designed with back in 1750 by John Wood
the Elder and completed by his son.
It’s just two short blocks further to the Royal Crescent, one of Bath’s

most famous sites. The Royal Crescent is the crowning achievement
of the city and has become the symbol of Bath. For a pleasant route
back towards the town center that will get you off the city streets for a
while, enter the leaf the Gravel Walk and stroll through Royal Victoria
Park, which then becomes the Georgian Garden, lushly landscaped
with many flowerbeds and towering trees. Perhaps like yourself, this
old doggie was feeling tired
and just didn’t want to get up
and walk.
You’ll exit through the garden
gates at Queens Parade
which is connected to Queen
Square. This green park
occupies one block in the
heart of town surrounded by
elegant homes and a fine
hotel, The Francis, part of
the luxurious Sofitel M Gallery collection. The park and a obelisk in
the center date back to the early 18th century, as do the buildings
along the north side designed by John Wood the Elder.
Stroll a few blocks over and you’ll reach the Assembly Rooms, a
prime social gathering place for the 18th-century music and dance
gatherings of high society. That completes the main highlights of a
Bath walking tour, and from here you can just stroll back towards the
city center soon arriving at the intersection of John, Wood, Quiet and
Queen streets.
There is a famous vegetarian restaurant here, the Acorn Vegetarian
Kitchen. It’s been around over 20 years and they’re fully booked
every weekend dinner so you have to either reserve or
come at lunch time – featuring local fresh ingredients and
excellent service.
celaria and the potato
gallete. And then you’ve
got the calabrese broccoli
with the almond salt-grain
emulsion and the confit
Jersey royals. You’ve got
a sweet onion and garlic
dahl with a cauliflowerToo

often vegetables are just the neglected side dish but here they come
to front and center. A chocolate tart with peanut butter sorbet. We left
feeling very happy and satisfied.
The most fascinating and important attraction in the city of Bath are
the Roman baths, ancient ruins from 2000 years ago. The center
of Bath was built on top of the original Roman baths on the site of
a natural hot spring, an ancient geological feature that has been
bubbling for millennia. A comprehensive museum has been built on
the site incorporating many of the original Roman structures along
with thousands of artifacts
in a fascinating display that
reveals how very civilized
they were 2000 years ago.
The museum’s main
feature is the large bathing
pool which originally
had a roof but now has
an outdoor terrace that
you can walk all the way
around. Be sure to enjoy
the different angles looking into the pool across the rooftops of the
city and at the tower of the adjacent Bath Abbey. The pool with its
lead lining and paving around it are original Roman, as are most of
the objects inside the museum. The statues and columns around
the terrace look ancient Roman, but are Victorian additions, as is the
building that surrounds the bath. The square stone structures around
the edge of the pool were originally the foundation for the big pillars
that held up the ceramic roof. From reconstructions in the museum
we can see that it was a
covered bathhouse.
The circular bath was a
separate pool called the
frigidarium, with cold water
that they would plunge into
after steaming in their hot
bath, then their warm bath.
It’s a typical feature of the
Roman bath complex but
this one is especially large

as are all the other pools in the bath. The great bath was so large
that it functioned as a swimming pool, which was most unusual.
The Romans constructed baths in all their main settlements and
went through the effort of building furnaces to heat the air and water
but here the heating was all done naturally deep in the earth with
steaming hundred and 117 degree water that still gushes out of the
ground at the enormous rate of about one half million gallons per
day. This huge volume and natural heating were the reasons for this
bath’s construction. Although they controlled all of England this was
the only place that had a
natural hot spring so it was
extremely valuable to them.
They really loved taking a
hot bath.
From the outside bath
area you walk inside to the
museum exhibits which
are presented in a very
educational and clear and
modern way.
ctMany of the original stone pavings and structures are in their
original location and numerous display cases show off the artifacts,
which include coins, household implements, jewelry, and they have
some very innovative video displays that go with the artifacts that recreate life of the ancient Romans. The most important single treasure
is this gilded
bronze head of the
god Sulis Minerva
who represents
a combination of
Celtic and Roman
gods – the most
complete gilded
bronze Roman
piece in all of
England. Roman
conquerors arrived
in the Bath area
in 43 A.D. and

remained until 410 A.D.
and during that time things
were generally peaceful
under the Roman rule.
The Romans were clever
occupiers who allowed the
local people to continue
traditional customs and
religions and even adopting
some of the local gods.
Roman engineers built
an extensive network of roads, fortresses and spas to transport the
goods and support their advanced lifestyle of course the unfortunate
Britons were forced to do most of the physical work but the country
benefited in many ways from Roman innovations and control. When
the Roman Empire collapsed the soldiers picked up their spears and
suddenly left Britain creating a power vacuum that was soon filled by
invading Anglo-Saxon Germanic tribes who were not at all interested
in the hot baths.
The thermal springs fell into
ruin until the Normans in
the 12th century built the
Kings Bath, some of which
is visible in the structures we
see today. Archaeological
excavations later in the 19th
century discovered more of
the ancient Roman pools
along with many artifacts
that had been very well
preserved. Careful steps
were taken to preserve these valuable historic treasures and they’re
now beautifully displayed in the museum. One of the advanced
pieces of engineering found here was the heating system called a
hypocaust. This went underneath the floors, and the brick columns
elevated the floors with airspace that was heated by the natural hot
springs, keeping the floors and the building nice and warm. There are
some guides working at the museum, some of them in costume who
can provide some explanations.

A thorough visit of the bath and museum takes nearly 2 hours if you
want to read all of the information posted and listen to the audio
guide or you could rush through in one hour. The Roman bath has
an excellent website that has many of the videos on display in the
museum along with deep information about Romans in Britain and the
museum itself.
Next door built on top of part
of the original baths you’ll find
the elegant Pump Room, first
opened in 1706 and rebuilt in
the 1790s. Taking the waters
was the main reason why Bath
became such a fashionable
resort during the 18th century.
The Pump Room is still a
fashionable gathering place
where people come to drink
the sulfur-laded mineral water
that is oozed up out of the ground, in hopes it will cure some ailments.
You can sit in the restaurant for tea or a full meal.
The Bath Abbey towers over the city, still the tallest building in the
town center. It’s the third church built on this location. The first was a
small stone church built by
the Saxons, important in
British history because it is
where Edgar the first King
of all England was crowned
in 973. Later an Norman
Abbey was constructed
around the year 1100,
and finally replaced
by the church we see
today, sometimes called
the Lantern of the West
because nearly 60 percent
of the walls are stainedglass.

COTSWOLDS TOUR
The Cotswold district

Combe created a very high
standard of beauty, but
other villages along the way
are also worth a visit.
Arriving now at Tetbury,
another architectural gem
with many of the original
wool merchants houses
remaining the same as
they were in the 16th and
17th centuries during

in south-central England is famous for its green rolling hills and
especially for its honey colored stone villages. We are starting
our explorations in perhaps the most beautiful village in all of the
Cotswolds and perhaps in all of England or the world for that matter
it’s Castle Combe, a perfect postcard village. Also continuing to
Bibury and Tetbury.
Fortunately we arrive in Castle Combe early in the day in the offseason so it seems as if
we have this little town
all to ourselves we can
appreciate the exquisite
beauty of this special place
without any crowds or
distractions. The classic
view is across from the
little stone bridge with
the stream flowing next
to what had been the
Weavers Cottages. In olden days the stream provided waterpower
for the woolen mill. The village center has a couple of cafés and it is
built around the 14th-century market cross with the water pump and
the 12th-century St. Andrew s Church. But it is this one particular
view looking across the stream into the village that makes Castle
Combe uniquely beautiful. As the first village on our day’s tour Castle

the height of the town’s
prosperity from the wool
trade. The most remarkable
historic landmark in town
is the Market House, a fine
example of a Cotswolds
pillared market and is still
used as a meeting place
and market today, originally
built back in 1655. The
main street is a very busy
place lined with shops and another very old hotel, buildings that date
back several hundred years and made of Cotswold stone.
The highlight of Bibury is the picturesque Arlington Row cottages
were built in 1380 as a monastic wool store. This was converted
into a row of cottages for
weavers in the seventeenth
century.The cloth produced
there was sent to Arlington
Mill. Arlington Row is a
popular visitor attraction,
probably one of the most
photographed Cotswold
scenes, and was preserved
by the Royal College of
Arts. It has been used as a
film and television location often.

STONEHENGE

For group members on the evening tour, bus departs at 3:00 pm, visit
to Stonehenge: “Inner circle of Stonehenge sunset tour, including
Avebury stone circles and the stunning village of Lacock. Imagine
what it feels like to stand within this giant stone circle of Stonehenge
as the sun goes down. Dramatic and stunning – an experience of a
lifetime. This is a very small and special tour, giving you access to the
stones after the monument has closed. Time within the stone circle
is 1 hour. We’ll also be taking you to Avebury stone circles as well as
Lacock national Trust village. Then we’ll be stopping at a 17th century
thatched coaching inn where we can have a relaxing supper (not
included in tour price).”
That completes our visit to this beautiful part of England and now we
return to the city of Bath.
Our hotel in Bath is located just a block from the Abbey, which is also
the name of our hotel, the Abbey Hotel. It’s nice the hotel is not part
of a big chain it’s independently owned by Ian and Christa Taylor
and they have maintained it in a very positive and excellent way. The
breakfast included with your room rate is spectacular – you’ve got
all of the usual trappings of
Continental and you can get
a cooked breakfast, the full
English style – eggs anyway
you want them, baked
beans, tomatoes, bacon,
you’ve got breads and fruits
and juices to go with it along
with a lot of coffee or tea –
a perfect way to start your
day.

YORK

We’re taking the train to York, one of the most historic cities in
England. There is a convenient elevator in the York train station that
will get you down to the next platform and up again. It’s a grand old
station, very historic and yet modern – conveniently located right next
to the old town.
The three top sights really are walking on the wall and doing the
Castle Museum and the Minister, the great cathedral. You look at any
list of things to do in York, and those are the top three.
The city of York is England’s finest example of a medieval town -- so
well-preserved that it looks like you took a wrong turn somewhere
back in 1335 and got stuck in time when you walk down these narrow
lanes line with the ancient original buildings it’s like walking through
an outdoor museum but it’s very much lively and functioning city.
The heart of town is completely free of automobiles, dedicated
entirely to the pedestrian, filled with beautifully preserved buildings.
This is not just a couple of streets without traffic, but an entire zone
with a dozen small lanes that you can easily navigate on your
own without fear of getting lost. While many towns in Europe have

created such pedestrian zones, York was one of the first to make this
transformation, and continues to expand that walking district.
So well-preserved that it’s become one of the world’s most interesting
historic cities with a rich mix of activities for the visitor.
The first afternoon and next morning I’ll show you the town, and then
you have some free time the second afternoon, with the suggested
itinerary spelled out below. It’s so easy to see York, it’s only 500 yards
from one end of town to the other, very compact.
A walk at 8 PM in the streets
is really quite nice for seeing
the streets and buildings
without any crowds, taking
pictures at twilight, with
just a few other people out
walking around, restaurants
are open, shops all closed.
Nice lighting, very peaceful.
It gets busy during the day,
this town is very popular of
course and does get busy
during the day.

We’re in the historic center
now taking a stroll around
the corner along Goodram
Gate, one of a dozen similar
streets that are in the middle
of York and so wonderful to
explore on foot. You’ve got
historic buildings containing
shops restaurants and pubs
all along the way.
It must be some kind
of miracle these old buildings are preserved so well, and then a
testament to modern urban planning and the economy that they are
thriving today, with these businesses all seeming to do very well.
The wall walk is very easy – you just walk up one flight of steps and
then the wall is level, and we will go on the most scenic part of the
wall, after Monkbar with nice views of the Minster and oldest parts of
town.
Nearby, one of our favorite restaurant chains in England is
Wagamama with many outlets in London and throughout the country,
right here in York on Goodram Gate.
Perhaps the main street in the historic center is Petergate, one end
called low the other high. It goes right across town and it is really
lively with all sorts of shops and restaurants and pubs, and lots of
people out walking, and of course the historical buildings along both
sides of it.

English pubs are a great place for some friendly conversation and
some tasty beer and so eating especially at lunch time -- at dinner

you might want to go to a regular restaurant and you don’t even have
to drink alcohol to enjoy a pub.
York is a walker’s paradise
because most of the central
streets in the historic district
are for pedestrians only
with many fascinating sights
packed into a small area
of just one square mile.
Walking is definitely the
best way to see this old
city, so expect to do a lot of
exploration on foot.
Well here’s the fun of walking along in the little side lanes instead of
just strolling along the main street, we’re taking a right, going down
the alley, taking a left taking another right taken another left and
getting a bit confused turning around and finding our way back to the
main lane, all part of the fun of the back lanes.

WALL WALK

When you’re in York you
certainly want to walk on
the wall. It’s easy and free.
The main wall access is
up the steps at Bootham
Bar which leads right into
the most-scenic section, a
half-mile route that takes
just fifteen minutes and
provides lovely views in
both directions, into the
town center, and beyond to the more modern neighborhoods. You’ll
see various angles on the cathedral and other fine sights on the way
to Monk Bar, the next gate in the wall.
You could walk the entire wall, nearly 3 miles, and might take two
hours, with time for stopping to admire the views and snap your
photos, but most people find the short segment is just right.
Romans were the first to build a wall here, but the massive walls we
see today were constructed primarily in the 13th and 14th century.
Modifications were made during the Victorian era to make the

walls look more attractive, with
crenellations added along the top
to look like gun slots, and with
several large gates cut for roads.
The wall is about 95% intact
making it the nation’s longest
continuous stretch of medieval
fortifications. It was common
for Europe’s old towns to be
surrounded by a protective wall
but in nearly all cases the walls are gone and in England only York
has such a grand state of preservation, which has really paid off in
helping create such a tourist magnet.
King’s Square, as the name might imply, is very central in old York
with six streets emanating out from it -- all buildings all around with a
peaceful atmosphere.
Here we get a little glimpse of the kind of preservation and renovation
work that’s necessary to maintain such an old town -- a couple of
guys up way up high on a bucket crane inspecting some tiles on the
roof. They’ve gone to a lot of effort to fix what might be just a small
problem.
York’s most famous lane,
called The Shambles, is the
only street that preserves
its narrow medaeval
character. The Shambles is
so narrow they say it was
possible for neighbors to
reach out across the street
from their second-story
homes and shake hands.
You’ll probably return
several times here as you wander through the town, but you will find
the best time to enjoy the Shambles and get an uncluttered photo and
experience is early morning or evening, when the shops are closed
and the crowd is absent. Be sure to have a look at the Shambles in
this peaceful hour, for this narrow, quaint shopping lane fills up with
people during the day, something like bumper cars at rush hour, but in
the evening it is a perfect delight.

Right next to Shambles you’ll find
a classic open-air market. They
have got all kinds of things for
sale here from food to T-shirts,
jewelry, old junk, hardware, pots
and pans, electronic goods, hats,
and just great stuff everywhere.
Wander around, take some
pictures, chat with the local
merchants then just have a great
time here at the market. While
you’re there don’t forget to buy
something that will be a keepsake
and reminder of your visit to York.
It’s a rare example of authentic
merchandise not imported from
any other country but right here in
England.
Be sure to look for two famous
little statues tucked away in the heart of town just above street level:
You’ll find the Roman goddess of knowledge, Minerva, at the corner
of Petergate and Minstergate looking quite majestic with her white owl
and pile of books representing wisdom.
Around the corner on Stonegate, look for the Red
Devil, perched just above eye-level on a building
adjacent to an alley called Coffee Yard.
When evening finally rolls around wander
over to the southeast part of the town to the
intersection of Pavement and Parliament streets
and here you’ll find the All Saints Church nicely
lit up with its belfry and Gothic spire. And in this
neighborhood you can find some real cheap eats.
If you’d like to have a kebab dinner, wow you can have a good meal
for about 5 pounds, and it’s delicious with the sliced meats and the
french fries. You don’t need a reservation, you don’t need a table, just
grab a sandwich to go and you can eat it at a bench or on the run.
For a more high-class meal try the Judge’s Lodging, upstairs
gourmet, downstairs more casual. in a historic palace which also
rents rooms.

MINSTER

York Minster is one of the
largest Gothic cathedrals
in northern Europe. The
Cathedral is located on the
north edge of the old town in
a beautiful setting.
Right next to the church
you’ll find Deans Park, a
tranquil patch of greenery
ideal for taking a break
– maybe sit on a bench or spread out on the grass and relax for a
while.
Built on the site of the first Roman settlement, the church owes its
origins to an early Saxon king, Edwin, who married a Christian queen
and converted to Christianity in the year 627. To commemorate his
baptism he built a small wooden church on the site of the Minster.
Much later a series of larger stone churches were constructed, one
after the other, including a vast Norman church in the Romanesque
style, and then finally, the Minster.
Construction on the present building began in about 1230 and was
completed by the year 1472 taking nearly 250 years for construction.
Regular maintenance and renovations have continued every year
ever since. Today the minster is an awesome place that requires
1000 people to keep it functioning.
The window on the east end in the
Ladies Chapel contains 100,000
pieces of glass, making it the
world’s largest stained glass from
the Middle Ages
The stained-glass is especially
important with the total of 128
windows making up the largest
collection of medieval glass in the
world containing a total of about 2 million individual pieces.
The window with five long sections of glass was built in 1405 and
later called the “Five Sisters”. A heart-shaped window on the west
side, built in 1338 and representing the heart of Jesus, is referred to
locally as the “Heart of Yorkshire.”

The choir entrance is set
in the screen, with stone
carvings of the kings of
England from William I to
Henry VI.
The choir is rich with
carved wooden seats, the
western end occupied by
canopied stalls, terminated
on the north side by the
pulpit, and on the south
side by the cathedra of the Archbishop, or the Archbishop’s seat.
A Cathedral is a church with a bishop, whose seat is called the
cathedra, which is where the word cathedral comes from, seat of the
bishop. And the Minster is the seat of the Archbishop of York, the
second-most-important position in the Church of England.
Be sure to walk downstairs to an
impressive historic display. During
structural restorations carried out
in recent decades, remains of the
original Roman fort from 2,000
years ago along with traces of the
Norman cathedral, were found
under the south transept. This
subterranean area, re-opened to
the public in 2013 as part of the
new exhibition exploring the history of the building of York Minster.
You can sit comfortably and watch a movie and play with some of the
interactive digital displays, very high-tech.
The massive church was created because religion was the dominant
factor in the social and political life of medieval England. Bishops vied
with each other in making their cathedrals more and more beautiful.
Kings used their influence to further building operations. Nobles gave
materials and money.
Funds were augmented by granting of indulgences, penances and by
offerings and bequests. The result of this passion was creation of one
of the world’s great buildings.
The Minster impresses with its massive size. Spaciousness is the
leading interior feature, with the widest nave of all British gothic

churches, giving an effect to
the whole composition of great
stability and permanence.
Built during three centuries in
various styles that clearly chart
the development of Gothic
architecture from Early English
through to the Perpendicular
Period. And yet it gives an
impression of a great unity of
overall design.
It’s called “minster” because that is a label attributed to churches that
were established in the Anglo-Saxon period as missionary teaching
churches, and serves now as an honorific title.
While the church is built of heavy gray stone, the ceiling is still made
of wood, painted to look like stone.
The English Reformation
under Henry VIII led to
the looting of all English
churches including much
of the cathedral’s treasures
and the loss of much of
the church property. Under
Elizabeth I there was a
further effort to remove all
traces of Catholicism from
the cathedral; there was a
lot of destruction of tombs, windows and altars.
During the Civil War of 1644 York was besieged and fell to the forces
of Cromwell, but protest prevented any further damage to the church.
Following the easing of religious tensions in the early 18th century
some work was done to restore the cathedral. From 1730 on the
whole floor of the Minster was re-laid in pattern marble, and from
1802 there was a major restoration.
Four different fires devastated the building over the centuries
requiring extensive repairs.
York Minster is the most famous and imposing site in town, one
of the grandest Gothic cathedrals in all of Europe. Three soaring
towers make it easy to find. The York Minster is the largest medieval

church north of the Alps, 520 feet long, 250 wide at the transept with
a central tower 200 feet high. The present church was begun in the
1220s and took 250 years to finish.
One block away from
the Minster you’ll find St.
Williams College which
was originally a religious
building constructed in halftimbered style.
And so we walk over to get
a closer look at this scene
Williams College very old
structure with its Tudor
architecture with the wood
beams and the whitewashed walls.
Architecture and church enthusiast would enjoy a visit to some other
old York churches, which are acknowledged as England’s finest
medieval collection with 19 original buildings still standing. One of
the loveliest examples is Holy Trinity Church in Goodramgate, set
in a leafy courtyard with its original box pews and medieval glass
intact. We had a chance to talk with the information lady at the church
who explained some of the
history.
Box pews, because after
the Reformation when the
monasteries were dissolved,
the emphasis became on
the spoken word and on the
family, so these are family
pews. And they would’ve
been rented out by the year,
which was a brilliant idea,
because by next year you might have a bigger family, or a smaller
family. This was quite a small parish, so in fact about 25% of the
boxes were free. It was actually being built at the same time as the
cathedral, as the Minster. So because that was built, it took such
a long time to build, about 250 years this was already a practicing
parish member. If you look over to that side, that is called the
Chancery Chapel, it’s St. James’s Chapel. And the Lord and Lady in

the area, they would’ve had that built, and they would have had their
own priest to pray for their souls and the souls of their ancestors.
When visiting the historic city of York in England you should never
have any difficulty finding something to eat. There are all sorts of
restaurants at all price levels from your simple sandwich takeout
place to sit down fancy pubs to gourmet restaurants.
Ye Olde Starre Inne is a pub
first established in the year
1644 making it the oldest
licensed in in York – a very
good place for lunch or
dinner. Or maybe just settle
into the comfy furniture and
have a pint anytime of the
day.
Take any stretch of road and
you’re bound to find good
places to eat, for example a couple blocks of Goodramgate.
Of course you’ve got several pubs right away, you can take your
choice 17th-century Inn nor the Golden Slipper. On the next corner
you’ll find a Spanish tapa bar with wines and sherries and those
delectable little treats.
For an authentic taste of
Italy you can’t go wrong
with Little Italy where they
make their own fresh pasta
daily. My dish included
chunks of steak and tomato
sauce and handmade
pasta, topped with arugula
and sliced Parmesan. The
atmosphere in here is very
quiet and comfortable and
quite friendly folks working
here. It’s a family-operated restaurant with a deli downstairs.
Around the corner on Grape Lane you’ll find a legendary vegetarian
restaurant called El Piano.
A true budget choice can be found in several of the kebab wagons
that are scattered around town, if you’re down by All Saints Church.

In the evening this is a really good place to have a quick simple
dinner and it’s going to be so inexpensive, about 5 pounds for a tasty
kebab that’s going to satisfy you.
And it’s delicious with the sliced meats and the french fries. You don’t
need a reservation, you don’t need a table just grab a sandwich to go
and you can eat it at a bench or on the run.

MUSEUMS

There are three major
museums in York that
you would probably enjoy
visiting: the Castle Museum,
Yorkshire Museum of history
and National Railway
Museum.
The Castle Museum is one
of the greatest attractions of
York, easy to walk to on the
south edge of the old town.
On your way into the museum you will see Clifford’s Tower, a large
earth mound with a stone fort on top. The original fort was built by
William the Conqueror just two years after his famous victory in 1066.
The Castle Museum contains a remarkable assortment of items with
a special focus on the late 19th century, at the dawn of the modern
age, when technology went through rapid changes.
It’s like walking through a time machine, especially in the street
reconstructed to look like 1890, with cobbled paving, gas lights,
original shop-fronts and actual merchandise from that period. It is
designed much like a Smithsonian Institution exhibit, where you
walk through original
environments that create
an illusion of actually being
there. Time travels as you
stroll along.
The museum was founded
by an enlightened country
doctor, John Kirk, who had
the foresight to realize that
many common items being
destroyed and thrown away

would someday have great
historical value. He began
purchasing and acquiring
ordinary objects of daily life,
sometimes in exchange for
his medical services, and
put together a large private
collection which he donated
to the city of York in 1935
and which forms the
foundation of this excellent
museum. He also designed the most spectacular exhibit area, the
reconstructed street that’s named Kirkgate in his honor.
There is a large assortment of clothing showing the evolution of
fashion throughout the late 19th and 20th centuries. Note how they
include accessories and informative posters in the display.
You can compare the typical kitchen of 1890 with that of 1950, or
examine the evolution of toilets, showers, jewelry, vacuum cleaners,
lighting, washing machines, cameras and thousands of other items,
offering something for everybody.
Quality of presentation is
equal to any of the world’s
great museums.
The buildings used to
hold a debtors’ prison and
women’s prison so some
original jail cells have
been preserved to give
you a taste of punishment.
The buildings date back to
the 18th century providing
a dramatic example of preservation and reuse and how such a
structure can be modernized to turn into a state of the art museum
complete with multimedia displays in the jail cells,bringing back to life
some of the old prisoners like Dick Turpin. More highlights include:
old fabrics and clocks and jewelry, you’ve got decanters, little toy
dolls, and a schoolroom with old wooden benches, and a variety of
shop windows. Some of the shops you can walk inside and in a few of
them you can actually purchase things – and a very old car.

An extensive collection
of WWI weapons and
artifacts is also here
with reconstructions of
sandbag-lined trenches
used in deadly battles.
Get away from the
cramped claustrophobia of
the trenches and step out
into the old prison yard.
And in the back there’s the
Old Mill and a nice lawn – give you some fresh air. Then come back
for another look at the main feature the old street, Kirkgate.
You could get through the museum in one hour if you’re in a bit of a
rush but more likely you could spend two hours enjoying all of the
various cases and explanations and some of the video displays to go
with it and maybe have a snack or even lunch at their café
Some folks are so used to the rain they’d rather sit outside. It pays off
to have a big umbrella when you’re visiting York in the month of May.
We’re moving along to the next museum, this time to see some much
earlier history.
We’re heading to the
Yorkshire Museum which
is set among ruins in a
lovely garden area. Some
days the surrounding
museum gardens have
special events like this owl
demonstration that was
being put on by an animal
protection organization.
They showed off the
precision flying abilities of barn owls and other varieties.
All of it done to raise awareness of protection of birds and the natural
environment.
Including this close flyby over a row of people on the grass.
This old stone structure is the largest of the ancient Roman ruins
still standing in York, called the Multangular Tower, it was part of the
original Roman wall.

The Yorkshire Museum takes you from prehistoric times up through
the 16th century with a large collection of Roman and Viking artifacts
especially. The museum was founded in 1830, making it one of the
oldest in the country.
The museum displays
a number of Roman
objects which have
been discovered in York,
including a statue of
Mithras, an inscribed
stone coffin, and amongst
other Roman objects are
tiled tombs, and a very
impressive mosaic floor.
The colorful mosaic
pavement depicts the head
of Medusa surrounded by emblems of the
four seasons. It was found near Micklegate
Bar and was probably a floor in a Roman
palace, made of thousands of little bits of
naturally colored stone.
Mediaeval objects include molded stones
from demolished churches, an effigy in chain
armor, and a very well-preserved helmet that
dates back to about the year 900. It’s the
most splendid surviving example of its type in
Europe.
These statues formerly adorned the Abbey
Church, and each one is five feet eight inches
high, Moses and the Baptist are represented.
The money came from a Viking 10th century
silver-gilt pot that was full of coins and discovered
in the year 2007.
A lovely tapestry of the unicorn weaved about
1579, one of the earliest in England. Other
tapestries on display show some maps of central
England.
Very ancient stone tools dating back as far as 800,000 years ago
found in the south of England, among the country’s earliest artifacts.

Along with archaeology the other permanent collections here cover
biology, geology, and astronomy.
It’s a lovely museum and small enough that you can see most of it in
one hour, and admission is free. You should certainly put it on your list
of things to do in York.
Another one of the top
attractions in York is
England’s largest railway
museum, located adjacent to
the train station,
The museum is a five-minute
walk from the railway station
either via a staircase from
the station platforms or on
the road just to the south.
The National Railway
Museum tells the story of rail transport in Britain and its impact on
society.
It is one of the world’s largest railway museums, perhaps the best,
and it covers 20 acres, attracting nearly one million annual visitors,
featuring 103 locomotives and nearly 300 other rail cars.
The exhibits are showcased into very large but separate halls, so be
sure to find them both.
Mallard broke the world speed record for steam locomotives in 1938,
a record that has never been beaten.
A major focal point is this panorama of locomotives arranged around
the turntable in the Great
Hall.
This is a working replica of
“the world’s first practical
steam engine from the
year 1830. Stephenson’s
Rocket” established the basic
architecture for the steam
locomotive, locomotive which
was adopted by nearly all
steam trains for the next 150
years.
The many, many other items on display include signaling equipment,

road vehicles, ship models,
posters, drawings and
other artwork, tickets,
nameplates, staff uniforms,
clocks, watches, furniture
and equipment from railway
companies and a wide
range of models. There are
actually 1 million objects
and 2 million photographs
in the entire archives of the collection – of course not everything’s on
display, but they rotate it and keep it interesting.
This is the only Shinkansen outside of Japan. The speedy bullet train
would whisk passengers along at speeds of just over 130mph. When
it opened in 1964 it was a
radical reimagining of the
passenger railway. It was
the forerunner of high-speed
trains everywhere, which
for example in Japan are
reaching speeds up to 200
miles an hour.
If you’re hungry or just want
to relax with a drink, there
is a decent snack bar with
plenty of seats available.
The display includes “Palaces on Wheels”, a collection of Royal Train
salons from Queen Victoria’s early trains through to those used by
Queen Elizabeth II up to the 1970s,
It should be no surprise that interest in railroads is advanced here
because this region has a long history of pioneering train travel. The
first station opened in 1839, just ten years after the British invented
the steam locomotive. Rapid expansion of train services required
a larger station, which opened in 1877 as the largest train station in
Europe, and the original steel and glass structure still functions today.
Trains still provide a great way to get to York.
You’ll probably be having breakfast at your hotel or your B&B
because most of the hotels in York and throughout England include
breakfast in the price of a room.

LAKE DISTRICT

We’re taking you on a tour of England’s Lake District, one of the most
scenic areas of the world. We will do some boat rides will on a couple
of different lakes and we will take some nature walks. We will even
see a prehistoric stone circle, like a small Stonehenge.
We’ll do a full day private van tour that brings us to ten different lakes,
and we will also spend time in the villages. We will be staying in
Bowness on Windermere, a wonderful holiday resort town. It’s all part
of a longer tour of the British Isles. We’ve recently been staying over
in York and now we’re transferring cross-country to Windermere.
We begin our adventure to the Lake District by leaving York, where
we’ve been staying for
several days. It’s been
a great visit. And now
we have our private van,
thanks to Mountain Goat
Tours, who is going to
drive us across England
from York over to the Lake
District.
We’ll take about four hours

to make the trip, with several
stops along the way. Give
us a chance to get out of the
van and stretch our legs.
It’s nice to have a brief look
at average English towns,
just dropping in for twenty
minutes a couple of times,
and stopping for lunch along
the way. It’s quite difficult to
get from York over the Lake
District using public transportation. So this private van tour is an ideal
way. With an experienced driver you’ll know where to stop for some
views and some quick photos, the beautiful stream and rapids.
We saw a dozen stone villages and lots of green rolling hills with
sheep on them and took a break for lunch. This is a pub lunch at the
town of Reith in Yorkshire. Everybody was quite friendly here with
that kind of small town atmosphere and ambience. Most of the village
shops are family operations.
You might think a four-hour drive is pretty long, but with all of these
distractions and entertainments and lunch and scenery, we got to
Bowness before we know it.
The Burn How Hotel is going to be our home for the next several
days, as we explore England’s Lake District.
The hotel is conveniently located just two blocks from the waterfront,
where you will find several docs for the boat rides on Lake
Windermere, which is one of the main activities while you’re in the
area.
We’ll be taking a nice boat
ride, but first a quick look
around Bowness town
and then we’ll see more
of Bowness later. It’s a
beautiful village, but really
you’re not in the Lake
District to see a town. You
want to get out into the
natural landscape, do a boat
ride, drive around through

the countryside as we will be
doing.
There are actually two
towns joined together
here as one. You’ve got
Windermere, about a mile
to the north, and Bownesson-Windermere along the
shores of the lake.
Each center has its cluster
of shops and restaurants. But the main focus is down at Bowness,
which has most of the hotels and has that special setting along the
water.
The town of Bowness is a great base of operations for heading out
to see the other lakes in the district, and enjoying some day tours. As
we’ll be showing you here.
Four of the top activities are: exploring the town, taking a boat ride, do
a little nature walking, and do a driving tour of the region to see the
other nearby lakes and quaint villages.
You can pick from a variety
of kinds of excursion boats
on Lake Windermere. You
can have all one-hour
cruise or go for an all-day
expedition.
You could enjoy a cruise
with dinner. There’s
hydrofoils, rowboats or
sailboats for rent, all kinds
of nautical activities here on
the shores of Lake Windermere.
Windermere is the largest and the longest lake in the British Isles,
about 10 miles long, and there are several villages along the shores
of the lake.
There’s also a footpath that goes around most of the lake. While the
actual circumference of the lake is about 24 miles, the trail itself is 45
miles with twists and turns and ups and downs, so it would take you
about four days. You could walk it. It would be a lovely hike. But the
easy way is just ride the boat.

We are traveling in midMay and ran into some
great weather, and actually
it’s really quite pleasant
temperature here in the
low 70s, there’s a slight
breeze on the lake but not
terribly windy and the sun
is shining.
A most pleasant day, it
was not raining in Lake
Country, it’s good weather. It tends to be rather damp in this district.
It gets about 100 inches of rain a year, but you might get lucky, and
particularly in the summer time, it doesn’t rain quite as often as in the
winter.
Boat service during the
season is quite frequent
so you don’t have to
worry too much about
looking at schedules of
boat departures or making
reservations on one of these
excursion boats. Just show
up by the shores of the lake
at Bowness pier and inquire
at the dock, when’s the next
boat leaving? Of course you can check their schedules online and
you can plan it out carefully, but there are a lot of boats here. It works
well to just hop on the next boat leaving.
One is constantly reminded here of the beauties and power of nature,
and how man’s proper guidance can shape nature and utilize its force
for good ends without destroying it.
People of the Lake District have been carefully using the land while
conserving it for thousands of years.
Some of us decided to get off the boat at Ambleside, which is one of
the main small towns here in the Lake Country. There’s a level nature
trail from the boat dock to Ambleside town, passing first through an
open meadow with some Roman ruins visible. From such forts as this
the Romans controlled hundreds of square miles.

Roman rule began in Britain back in A.D. 43 with a massive army of
forty thousand soldiers who quickly conquered most of the island.
The Romans remained in control for the next 300 years.
We continued along a beautiful stream and then ran into some sheep.
Fun to see the sheep frolicking around. We are right on the edge of
Ambleside town and yet they have a sheep meadow.
So far, it’s all been very
wonderful, and yet, as we
continued along the side of
the stream, things just seem
to get better and better.
Then the path follows along
the stream and becomes
so beautiful, lined with
wildflowers that you feel like
you stepped into some kind
of movie or dream.
Those few minutes became one of the top highlights of the threeweek tour of the British Isles.
A simple walk through the woods can provide a transcendental
experience for the alert traveler to walk in splendid solitude through
the forest and gain experience and memories that will boost your
mood.
It’s a treat to be nearly alone like this because the Lake District is that
very popular vacation area for international visitors as well as for the
English.
And then before we know it,
we’re back in civilization –
soccer in the park, and then
we’re in the village.
Ambleside is another classic
Lake District town, buildings
made of stone, a lovely
village center with the main
street and restaurants and
shops along it. You could
make this place your home
base if you wished. It’s not quite as big as Bowness, it doesn’t have
as many hotels, but there are some accommodations, and there

are certainly plenty of restaurants. You can take bus tours out from
Ambleside and as, you’ve seen, you can get here by boat.
We’re visiting late in the day after that boat ride and were feeling
kinda hungry, and we noticed there are several delectable restaurants
on offer. We took a look in the window in the menu at Lucy’s and
we were hooked. It was a wonderful evening. Food was delicious,
service excellent, local ambience, everything you could hope for. And
of course, dogs are always welcome. The bill was not bad either – a
terrific spot.
We had the restaurant call
a taxi for us. There are
some bus services between
Ambleside and Bowness,
they’re not far apart, but at
this hour, it just seemed a lot
more convenient, getting a
taxi.
And then it was only about
a ten-minute drive, quite
inexpensive, to get from Ambleside back to Bowness, taking the
main road which is a scenic route along Lake Windermere. And then
were back in Bowness town in time for an evening stroll or relax at
the hotel. Tomorrow’s tour will be an all-day drive in the countryside,
taking a look at ten lakes.
Our hotel, the Burn How, is typical of British country accommodations.
There’s a breakfast room. You’ll have your fried eggs and sausage
and baked beans and baked tomatoes, with toast and coffee or tea,
and have a great start for the morning – very British.
One of the best activities here is driving through the countryside to
see the, lakes, villages and green rolling hills. Boarding our private
van, supplied by Mountain Goat Tours and our driver Derek, who was
going to be not only driving but describing the sites for us. If you have
a rental car you can drive yourself, but if not, or if you don’t feel like
driving, take a tour and let the driver-guide do all the work.
Okay, so. We’re going to go on our Ten Lakes Tour today, which, not
surprisingly, we see ten lakes on the trip, but we see lots of other
things as well.
We will be taking a scenic route with Derek to some of the principal
lakes and we’ll see several towns and various picturesque viewpoints.

Our first stop on the tour
is a beautiful view of Lake
Windermere, give us a
chance to get out of the
van already and stretch our
legs, get some pictures, looking down at the largest natural lake in
England.
We’ll be riding in a minivan with our small group while our guidedriver gives us some interesting narration, rolling along through the
hills of Windermere and the Lake District.
This is the Kirkstone Path, which is quite often closed during the
winter because it faces north, and very often there will be snow and
ice covering the road, which would make it very hazardous, as you
can see with all these curves and steep angle.
Most of the Lake District is in a national park and it lies in the center
of the county of Cumbria. It’s 25 square miles in size and was
designated as a park in 1951. It was designated a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in 2017.
We stop at Brotherswater and the name origin may have been Viking
from broth water. It’s the smallest of the ten lakes that we’re seeing
today.
You’ll see farmers driving
on the roads with their
off-track vehicles and
out working in the fields.
This is still very much an
agricultural area.
Ullswater is the second
largest lake in the Lake
District, about 9 miles long
and almost a mile wide,
with a maximum depth of
nearly 200 feet. Many regarded. It as the most beautiful of the English
lakes, sometimes compared to Lake Lucerne in Switzerland.
In general the landscapes of the Lake District do remind you
somewhat of Switzerland in the low mountain areas. Certainly not the
Swiss Alps, but the lower slopes of the Swiss mountains are lush and
green and many rolling hills and valleys, similar to what we find here
in the Lake District, a comparison the poet Wordsworth and many

others have made in the
past.
We stopped to have a
look at a very impressive
prehistoric site. The
Castlerrig Stone Circle. It is
one of 1300 stone circles
from the British Isles and
Brittany. You might think
of Stonehenge as the only
stone circle, but of course
it’s the most famous, it’s the biggest, but there are many others built
during that time period, somewhere between 4 1/2 to 5 thousand
years ago and they’re very mysterious. We don’t know exactly
why they were built. Perhaps some kind of calendar, or celestial
observation system for keeping track of time and the annual cycles of
the seasons.
It’s such an obviously important and beautiful stonework that it
was probably also used as a gathering place, some kind of ritual
ceremonies would take place here, perhaps. Perhaps it was a
governing place with a parliament. Perhaps there were burials and
other kinds of rituals involved with the stone circles. They’re still being
actively investigated by archaeologists throughout Great Britain.
And Castlerrig has been called one of the most visually impressive
prehistoric monuments in Britain. Unlike Stonehenge, here you can
get close to the rocks and touch them. You can sit down on them and
walk among them. Get a real feeling for it.
It predates Stonehenge, it’s
older than Stonehenge. But
there are some similarities.
The stones never started
their lives where they are
now. They were all dragged
there from valleys around
here.
The other significant
similarity is that the stones
line up with the summer and
winter solstice.

Another nice diversion
getting us out of the van
was taking a boat ride on
Derwent Water a service
provided by the Keswick
Launch Company. It’s a
fifty-minute round-trip on the
lake. Or you could get off at
any one of seven jetties and
do a little bit of hiking and
then catch the next boat

coming through.
Geologists believe these mountains are among the oldest in Europe,
some dating back 550 million years. That’s why you see, rounded
hills, rather than tall, sharp peaks.
Although this land emerged from the sea 400 million years ago or so,
the landscape that we see today is much more recent in geological
terms. Most of the valleys and streams and mountain contours that
we see today were formed and shaped during the last Ice Age.
However, if you want to see these lakes you better hurry up and get
here because geologists estimate that they’ll be gone in about fifty
thousand years. They are filling in slowly with siltation.
We took a lunch break in the middle of our all-day tour of the Lake
country in the town of Keswick, which by good luck Is to have their
weekly market today, a festive atmosphere pervades.
The name is spelled with a w in the middle, which remains silent, so
let’s call it Keswick.
There is helpful tourist information office right in town where you can
learn something about
Keswick.
Keswick’s a lovely tourist
town with a beautiful lake,
and lots of activities going
on, lots of the festivals all
through the year. And today
is market day? Today is
Thursday, and Saturdays
are market days, with some
food, mainly local food,

cheesemakers, butchers, things like that, but also local crafts to some
extent. Other goods such as shopping bags, purses, all that sort
of thing. So that your main street? It is. And then the shops go out,
on some of the arterial roads, but most of them are in the center of
Keswick.
We have lunch and then find time to explore the market and some
other parts of this quaint little village on foot.
The travelers dream is fulfilled: we’ve got a lively market town
surrounded by the beauties of nature, with a place to sit down and do
some people-watching.
Keswick has been voted among the most popular and historic towns
and it’s the winner of the kennel club’s most dog-friendly town award.
There are 200 different places you could spend the night here in
Keswick ranging from hotels to guest houses, bed and breakfasts,
farms and campgrounds.
You’ll find lots to do here with six nearby lakes and mountains and
valleys around with various hiking trails.
Our experience driver knows how to find all of those out-of-the-way
scenic spots such as the Ashness Bridge, not exactly a big secret. It’s
probably the most painted and photographed of all the stone bridges
in Lake Land.
Just nearby, we have a
perfect view looking back
on the lake that we’ve been
boating on, Derwent Water,
Mount Skiddaw in the
background, and the town of
Keswick is visible at the far
end of the lake.
When the earliest villages
were developed here, they
usually located them near
fresh flowing water by a stream, and along the shores of the lake,
since water is so important and yet it’s heavy and difficult to carry any
distance.
These frequent stops for enjoying the spectacular views and
snapping a few photos really help to break up the trip and make the
overall day fly by very quickly.
I’m sure the bicyclists are enjoying themselves but watching their

effort makes one appreciate
all the more such comfort of
our air-conditioned van.
You’ll see a thousand sheep
on this day, and sometimes
they’re grazing right near
the road, so the driver stops
for a while so we can get
a good look at them, see
them frolicking around, the
young one tussling with the mom. Raising sheep is still the main
agricultural activity here.
Mining for slate is another important economic activity, and we had
a chance to take a break and visit the slate quarry, watch them
pounding some rocks.
Slate is common here and provides the cheapest available highquality building material. Slate was originally laid down as a sediment
in the sea, making it is a mesomorphic rock. This entire area was
underneath the sea about 450 million years ago. The seafloor got
squashed and heated by the action of volcanic magma, which turned
parts of it into slate.
One of the main features
that you’ll see while driving
along are the endless
stone walls. There are
about 7,000 miles of them
here in the Lake District.
Originally the only things holding them together were gravity and
friction, but nowadays when
they repair them, they do
use some cement. Some of
them date back a thousand
years, although the vast
majority were built during the
1700s.
The reasons for the stone
walls being built in the first
place is that the fields were
just covered in stones that

dated back to just after the
Ice Age when the glaciers
retreated, and so the walls
were built by later farmers
to clear the field of stones
and also to demarcate
property lines. Walls like
this can easily stand for a
150 years. And of course
the traditional buildings
were also constructed of
stone, such as we find here in the village of Grasmere
The famous poet William Wordsworth lived here in the town of
Grasmere and is buried in a churchyard cemetery with his family.
Wordsworth was not only a poet but he was also a prose writer
and authored a guidebook to the Lake District for travelers back in
1810, which gave an early boost to Lake District tourism. He wrote it
because he needed the money.
You’ll never get rich as a poet, even if you create some of the most
beautiful poetry ever written.
Although Wordsworth finally gained the recognition he deserved and
was named Poet Laureate of England, which made him financially
secure. Wordsworth lived in the famous Dove Cottage for many years
with his wife and then later with his sister. Other famous writers lived
in the district, especially Coleridge and Beatrix Potter.
Beatrix Potter was not only a famous author who created Peter
Rabbit and other children’s books. She made a lot of money, and
loved her native Lake District so much that when she died in 1943,
she left 4000 acres of land
to the National Trust in the
area, as well as fourteen
farms.
We’re having another look
at the town of Ambleside
as we wind down our daylong drive through the Lake
District, heading back to
our home base at Bowness
on Windermere.

We have time left for a
final look around Bowness
town. It really is quaint and
charming place even though
it’s got a lot of competition
with the lakes and the
mountains and the other
villages nearby, which is
where you want to spend
most of your time, but it’s
always nice to come home
to Bowness.
It really is an ideal kind of an English country town even though it is
very touristic. But when you are here in the off-season, as we are we
are, visiting in May, it’s really not crowded at all, and it’s got that hilly
atmosphere, winding streets, there are some little back lanes and a
lot of restaurants to take care of you.
The place called Hiltons
was very good and popular,
right in the middle of town.
Why not try a pub dinner?
You can have lunch at a
pub. You can also have
dinner at a pub. Sit down with a pint of Guinness and rustic wooden
architecture and some basic foods, you are good.
There are some bars and walkways along the waterfront. Bownesson-Windermere really does embrace the lake. The little beach in town
always has a lot of geese and ducks and swans looking for food.
And right next to the beach there is a large green park. That’s a nice
place to end up our visit
to Bowness and the Lake
District.
It’s time to leave. Next
morning we are packing
the van. Derek is going to
stay with us and drive us
all the way on to our next
destination, that will be
Edinburgh, Scotland. It’s been a delight to visit the lakes of England.

EDINBURGH

Edinburgh, Scotland is another one of Europe’s truly great cities, a
place noted for historic sites and modern culture that makes it one
of the most popular destinations in the world. Your visit to Edinburgh
could be done comfortably in three days: on day one, Royal Mile and
castle, day two, the busy shopping district of the New Town, historic
neighborhoods and the National art museum; day three, to the Royal
Yacht Britannia at waterfront Leith, National Museum of History and
free time. Of course, in between all of these wonderful attractions
your main activity is just the sheer pleasure of walking around in this
beautiful city.
The main street that visitors love to see is the Royal Mile, loaded with
shops, restaurants, statues, monuments, and great old buildings and
lots of street entertainment to please the crowds.
The pub culture is alive and well here, a great place for a drink and to
meet some locals. You can eat in a fancy restaurant from a variety of
international cuisines. Or go casual with fish and chips. And you can
even stand up on the street
and eat it like these young
locals do. Fish and chips
has been a standard meal
in Great Britain for over a
hundred years and still very
popular today. You can find
it all over town. Perhaps not
the healthiest meal, but very
tasty and you don’t have to

dress up for dinner.
It seems that the Royal
Mile is just one restaurant
after another, mixed in
with a few shops and old
historic buildings. It is just
the place to hang out when
you’re in Edinburgh.
Very often you will hear
the characteristic music of
Scotland. (Music plays)
The civic chambers were originally built as a stock exchange for
the merchants of Edinburgh, but curiously, they decided they’d
rather work outdoors and so they never took it over, and became a
government building.
This was one of the
most densely populated
communities in all of
Europe about three
hundred years ago and it’s
still standing today.
Edinburgh could be
considered one of the
world’s oldest modern
cities, because 500 years
ago people there lived
already in dense neighborhoods of highrise apartment buildings.
That was back in the Middle Ages; and by the 17th century, apartment
buildings commonly reached 12 stories or even 18 stories high, of
course with no elevators and not much plumbing, so waste was
tossed out the window.
The original density is preserved making fascinating labyrinths for
strolling. One of the delightful and defining characteristics of the Old
Town and particularly the Royal Mile are the many alleyways that
branch off from it. These are narrow lanes, they are called a close, or
a wynd, or courtyard.
And they say there are about fifty of these little lanes branching
off from the Royal Mile along its entire length, and generally they
are open to the public. So it’s really fun to explore. However, many

involve steep staircases
since the Old Town is built
on a hill.
They are perfectly safe but
a little steep. And because
they are narrow it might be
a good place to get close
to some locals. Notice the
steep angle – you probably
don’t want to run or even
walk up.
This Royal Mile neighborhood is certainly the most popular place in
town, but you want to get beyond this one street to see the rest of the
city as well, as we’re going to do now, and . We will come back later
and show you more of the Royal Mile, and carry on into the evening
with the pub scene.
Cockburn Street is another one of those fun places that you want to
come back to several times in your visit. It has a gentle slope and
delightful curve outlined by tall buildings on both sides and lots of
restaurants along the way.
And you’ll find a number of
unique little shops here that
are fun to browse through.
It’s one of the main streets
that connects the old and
new towns. And there are
some little side alleys you
might want to explore, all
of which creates a very
interesting and friendly
atmosphere. With nice
weather you are going to see lots of people sitting outside eating or
just passing the time. And is not just for visitors is popular with locals.
The name is spelled Cockburn but it’s pronounced Co-burn. It’s the
kind of street you might easily overlook in your travels but it’s worth
exploring, and it connects the old town with the new town.
Cockburn Street was created in the mid-nineteenth century to slice
through those steep narrow alleys and connect the two sides of town.
With that gentle S-curve, Cockburn Street has a very functional gentle

gradient that makes it easier to walk up and down the steep hill.
It’s worth repeat visits during different times of day as it takes on
different lighting and character. It’s a colorful place and Edinburgh has
many more of these fascinating kinds of streets.

An overview gives you the basic look at the division into old and new,
with the Royal Mile running right through the middle of the old town,
with Princes Street Gardens in between the old and new towns.
On the first afternoon we can take a bus tour in an open-top bus for
about 90 minutes to give us initial orientation to the city.

DAY Two

A busy day to see new and old Edinburgh, starting with a morning
walk in the New Town, then museums in mid-day, ending with the
Castle in late afternoon.
Princes Street Gardens
are another one of the
great highlights of the
city. It’s the most popular
outdoor gathering space in
Edinburgh on a nice sunny
day there are lots of people
out sunbathing and relaxing,
a delight to stroll through.
You don’t want to just look at
them from the street. Get on
down into the pathway and
enjoy the floral displays. Sunny weather always brings out the local
crowd.

Among the public monument you’ll find the Scots American War
Memorial that commemorates World War I, donated by Scottish
Americans, and the bronze pig is a monument to Polish soldiers from
World War II, who adopted him. Before the gardens were created,
there was a man-made lake here called the Norlock and it was used
for swimming and boating.
And that lake was used for testing if you were a witch. They tied up
the suspected witch and threw her in the lake, and if she drowned
then that proves she was not a witch. If she survived, she used
witchery to get out of the lake, and was then convicted and executed.
In the 1600s, King James burned 300 women as witches.
Originally created as a
private park, it was not
open to the public until
1876. The gardens were
designed for the wealthy
people who lived next
to them, and they were
supposed to be private
gardens for them. They’d
pay a pound for the key, but
the locksmith who made
the locks and the gates sold extra keys for a little extra profit, so
everybody could get into these gardens.
You’ll often run into street musicians as you’re walking around in the
city, and it’s always fun to stop and give him a little listen and give
them a tip – a variety of kinds of music.
Next to the gardens, you’ll
find a major shopping
promenade, Princes Street,
the main street of downtown
modern Edinburgh, always
a busy place. It’s got
department stores, a lot of little shops, and a wide sidewalk to handle
the crowds. You’ll find it’s a great place to spend your money and
purchase authentic woolen goods.
The most famous store in Edinburgh is Jenners Department Store,
which is the oldest department store in the city – dates back to 1838,
and of course this is a very reputable place to do your shopping.

The grand hall of
Jenners is such a
famous spot, it’s a tourist
destination in itself. You
might never realize from
the outside, you’d think
is just another shopfront,
but by all means step
inside and explore
Jenners.
There is a variety of
kinds of things that the visitor and locals alike are shopping for here
– lots of woolen goods and they’ve got souvenirs, of course, postcard
racks, book racks, everything you can imagine, all under one roof on
the main street, Princes Street. They’ve also got four different places
to eat – a couple of restaurants, and a coffee bar, and a wine bar.
The restaurant is very popular with the locals. It can be self-service or
sit down and order off the menu, and there’s an upscale food market
in the food hall.
All of which makes a
nice break from the busy
street out front. And then
plunge back into the
crowds – extra busy every
day except Sunday. This
lively shopping street is
not named after a female
princess. It’s named for two
sons of King George III,
thus called Princes Street.
There’s a relatively new light rail tram service running right down the
middle of Princes Street and there are lots of public buses and tourist
double-decker buses, and Waverley Train Station and mall, with the
Balmoral Hotel looming behind it - a grand old institution of the city,
five-star deluxe.
You’ll want to take a walk through the elegant residential
neighborhoods of the New Town. Called the New Town, it was created
in the late 18th century to provide housing for the growing community
which had gotten very crowded in the Old Town.

We’re now in the New Town at Charlotte Square which is considered
the best-preserved 18th-century neighborhood in Edinburgh, the
masterpiece of Robert Adam. And one highlight of the square is the
Georgian House Museum, which features original architecture and
authentic furnishings from 1795.
You see this Georgian style of architecture, so-called because it was
developed in the eighteenth century when there were four King’s
named George ruling England. This is a great place for just taking a
stroll.

NATIONAL GALLERY

Edinburgh is famous as a
literary capital and a center
for the fine arts, as are
on display at the National
Gallery of Scotland.
For a relatively small
museum, it has an
astonishing collection of the
highest quality. How about
works by Bernini, or the great Spanish painter Velasquez, famous for
his realism. And you’ll find major works by Rubens and Rembrandt.
If you like art history, then the National Gallery is another must-place
to visit. Admission is free, but the collection is priceless. You’ve got
masterworks by Rembrandt, Gauguin, and other great painters
And the setting in which they are displayed is just perfect in this
grand old building that opened in 1828 with the walls nicely colored to
complement the works of art.
And their sofas, and the
scale is just not very large.
You can see this collection
in one hour in a rush or two
hours more leisurely.
You’ll also find
Impressionism and postImpressionism: Monet,
Dégas, Seurat, Pizarro,
Cézanne, it just goes on
and on.
A major American artist Frederick Church with Niagara Falls. And they

have regular gallery talks in
which you can tag along with
an art curator and learn about
some of the paintings in great
detail.
The museum also has an
excellent website in which
you can see their collection
in high resolution images
and read informative text
that describes them. Its
neoclassical building is located on what’s called The Mound at the
west end of Princes Street Gardens.
You’ll also want to see more of the Royal Mile, especially in the
evening and a big church, both of which are coming up soon. But first
a major museum.

HISTORY MUSEUM

You can get a big dose
of history in the National
Museum of Scotland, which
is loaded with natural history
and cultural artifacts. This is
one of the top-ten museum
experiences you can find in
the British Isles.
As they say in their excellent
website, this diverse
collection will take you on a journey of discovery through the history
of Scotland and around the world, taking in the wonders of nature, art,
design, and fashion, science and technology, all under one roof.
The website has a museum map you can download and a lot of
information about your visit, and they also have an app for your
mobile device that can help guide you through it. Lke in the other
government museums of Great Britain, the admission is free.
Originally there were two separate museum buildings on this property
and then they were joined together to merge into the National
Museum.
Previously the Museum of Scotland had the Scottish antiquities,
culture and history, and the Royal Museum had collections about

technology, and natural
history, and world cultures.
But now it’s all together
under one roof, giving you a
comprehensive look at the
world.
It combines an old-fashioned
approach to display of
cramming lots of things
into a space, along with the
more modern layout, so you
get a great variety, and it’s huge, as you can see from the outside
of the building, which opened in 2011 and has continued to expand
internally as they add galleries. The first museum opened in 1888 on
this site.
One of the popular displays is the Millennium Clocktower that plays
music and moves, and displays the best and worst of human culture
inside it with little statues.
The ethnographic collection
about world cultures is so
superb that, for example,
this Hawaiian feather cloak
is bigger and grander
than any such cloaks on
exhibit in the Hawaiian
Islands today, along with
woodcarvings from Africa
and galleries devoted to
ancient Egypt and East
Asia. It’s like taking a trip
around the world in this one
building.
The science and
technology galleries
include some old trains and
bicycles, there are steam
engines, there is a model
of the Cern Accelerator,
and there are several

restaurants that you can
have a nice meal at in the
museum on the terrace
overlooking the grand gallery
and behind Boswell’s Court
an old façade turned into the
wall of the restaurant. You
can also go up onto the roof.
There’s an outdoor terrace
up there, and from the
terrace you get a nice view
looking across the city and especially over to the castle. While the
castle is the most popular paid attraction
in Scotland, this free museum is even
more popular. It’s the number one visitor
attraction in Scotland.
The artifacts are nicely displayed in the
glass cases in such a way that presents
them almost as works of art rather than
utilitarian objects.
A few blocks over from the museum
you’ll find one of the most famous
and popular statues in town, Grey
Friars Bobbie. The legend holds that
back in the 1850s, John Gray moved
to Edinburgh and worked as a night
watchman, accompanied by his little Sky
Terrier, trudging through the old cobbled
streets of Edinburgh. After Mr. Gray died
Bobby, sat faithfully at his gravesite for the next 14 years, and now
he’s buried in the same graveyard – a symbol of eternal fidelity.
You can easily walk back from here to the center of the old town in
about ten minutes, it’s just 500 meters away.
An easy route is along Victoria Street, and as you look up you’ll see
there is an upper level called Victoria Terrace that’s a sidewalk you
could also walk along, leading you right back to the Royal Mile.

EDINBURGH CASTLE

Late afternoon is a great time to visit the Castle, when it is less
crowded, and hopefully no lines to get in.
Edinburgh Castle sits high up on Castle Rock overlooking the city,
surrounded by sheer cliffs that reach up to 260 feet above the
surroundings.
This naturally fortified site was built up as a castle starting from the
twelfth century. It’s the symbol of the city.
There’s just one entrance to this fortress and that’s from the west end
of the Royal Mile, an area called Lawnmarket, and that brings you
into the Esplanade, a large open area also used as a parade ground.
It leads right to the ticket window and your admission does include a
free guide service inside, who provides a historic description, with the
local accent.
That large rectangular area is called the castle Esplanade, and
that was built in the mid-1700s as a parade ground for the soldiers.
And the name, Edinburgh, derives Edwin’s borough. King Edwin of
Northumberland, in the
north of England, built a
settlement in the Castle
Rock in the 7th century.
So it went from Edwin’s
borough to Edinburgh. I
would like to mention views
okay. That is Edinburgh’s
new town. That was built
between 1760 and the first

stage was completed in
1820
The idea of the new town
was to house Edinburgh’s
expanding population.
And you can also view
the officers of Edinburgh
castle’s dog cemetery.
An unusual sight to see,
dog graves inside a castle
honored for their years of
military service.
Located high up on Castle Rock, you get a great view looking down
from the castle into the city.
Crown Square, also known as Palace Yard is the principal
courtyard of the castle. It was laid out in the fifteenth century, and it’s
surrounded by four of the main buildings of the castle, including the
Royal Palace and the Great Hall. We will take you inside both of them
now.
Surely the most
spectacular single room
is the Great Hall that
measures about 100’ x
40’ and it was the chief
place of state assembly
in the castle, a scene of
great banquets and huge
meetings. It is thought to
been completed in the
early years of the sixteenth
century.
The ceiling is dramatic with
its carved stone corbels
supporting the roof. It’s
one of only two medieval
halls in Scotland with the
original hammer beam
roof, with the Renaissance
detailing, indicating the

arts of Scotland were quite
advanced at this time.
The Royal Palace will delight
you with the wide variety
of exhibits on offer. It’s like
stepping back into various
historic periods. You’ll see a
lineup of the Royals. You’ll
see the full-on costumes of
the aristocracy, as well as
some other exhibits of the
ordinary working people will surprise you.
This high quality of museum display, combined with the spectacular
castle itself have made this place the most popular paid visitor
attraction in all of Edinburgh and Scotland, with 1.7 million annual
visitors.
The site was a royal residence for five hundred years, starting from
the 12th-century, so you can imagine the tremendous amount of
important historical events that took place in here.
The most exciting exhibit is the crown jewels, which are older than the
crown jewels of England.
Queen Mary Stewart gave birth to her son James in this small room,
and he grew up to become King James VI of Scotland and James
I of England, a very important figure, who, in turn, was the father of
Charles I.
Our visit was in the month
of May and it was delightful.
The castle was not crowded.
We could freely walk about
in the rooms. If you’re here
in the busy season in the
summer you want to come
maybe in the afternoon when
it’s a little bit less crowded.
You might have a long line to
get in in the morning.
You’ll return out to the palace yard and then back over to the Terrace
for more of that commanding sweeping view out over the city with the
Princes Street Gardens in the foreground.

This Canon is so huge
and famous, it has its
own name. It’s the Mons
Meg made in the fifteenth
century.
You see those stone
cannonballs. Each weighs
over 300 pounds and they
could be fired over 2 Miles.
This castle has seen a lot
of military action in its long
history during which it was attacked 26 times, making it the mostbesieged palace in Great Britain and one of the most attacked in the
world. The last battle took place in 1745 and since then it became an
army barracks, and in the last hundred years it’s been open to the
public as a museum.
Tiny St. Margaret’s Chapel is the oldest building up on Castle Rock.
The nave is so small it’s only 10 feet wide and 16 feet long, but still
in use occasionally as a chapel performing weddings and other
services.
Although it’s small, the impressive barrel vaulting in that Norman, or
Romanesque style, gives it an appearance of grandeur.
It had been used as a little storage warehouse until they realized
in the mid-nineteenth century what they had here, then restored by
Queen Victoria.
As you go from one building to the next, you’ll be outdoors on the
terrace again enjoying more of those sweeping views, which for many
people are the real highlight. You can see right down to the Waverley
Train Station.
Underneath the castle
yard there are dungeons
that were used to hold
prisoners of war during
several conflicts over
about a hundred year
period, including the
Seven Years War of 1756,
and the American War of
Independence, and the

Napoleonic wars from
1803-1815. The exhibit
has been designed in such
a way that you almost
feel like you’re back in
there with the prisoners
themselves. It’s very
realistic. The quality of
display is certainly on par
with the Smithsonian or
any of the world’s great
museums.
And quite disturbing to see these incredibly cramped conditions
that people had to suffer in, and these prisoners were not even
criminals. They just happened to be in the wrong army that lost
the battle. As you walk through this terrible jail you might gain a
renewed appreciation for your own freedom and situation, and not
worry about the little problems you might face.
While visiting the castle with all of its splendid attractions and royal
rooms and crown jewels and wonderful views, you might think,
oh well, I don’t feel like going down to look at a prison, but it’s
certainly worth your time. It’s all part of your admission fee, so you
might as well take advantage and have a stroll through, especially
considering the dramatic way that they reconstructed the site,
and with the extra special lighting and effects they have used to
enhance the value of this experience.
There are several other buildings with major exhibits including the
National War Museum of Scotland that covers the more recent
past 400 years and includes a wide variety of artifacts and video
displays, uniforms, medals and weapons.
You’ll get some views out the windows in other directions, including
a look down at the National Museum of Scotland, that large building
with the dome, and we will be taking you in there later in our visit to
Edinburgh. It’s a fantastic museum. You don’t want to miss that.
As we wind down our castle visit, have a look at a couple of the
impressive gates. There is the main entry gate with its portcullis
ready to drop and seal off the castle.

When finished, return
to the Royal Mile, which
is fascinating during the
different times of day, and
here we’re coming late in
the afternoon and early
evening. Because the Royal
Mile is the most attractive
single place that you’ll keep
coming back to in your visit
to Edinburgh,
Take a stroll along this grand street, which changes names five
times along course, starting from west to east, it’s called Castlehill,
Lawnmarket, High Street, Canongate, and Abbey Strand, and
altogether it’s referred to as the Royal Mile. It has always been the
backbone of Edinburgh.

people into a single room.
Now of course, it’s an
upscale street with many
shops and expensive
apartments. Its side alleys
were once considered
slums but are now looked at
as fine examples of urban
living, part of the pedestrianfriendly human scale of
Edinburgh.
Tron Kirk stands percent high with its great steeple.
Protestant reformer John Knox lived here and his house is open as
one of the small museums on the Royal Mile. He was very important
in the history of the Protestant church here in Scotland.
Chessels Court was created in the mid-18th century as an open
space surrounded by mansions and now there are AirB&B flats that
you can rent here, very convenient location right along Canongate.
And now we’ve arrived at the end of the world, or at least a pub
called the World’s End. We’ve reached the limits of medieval
Edinburgh because this is where the wall ran around town with the
gate connecting High Street with Canongate.
Early evening is another perfect time to be strolling along the Royal
Mile, people are out, the shops are open, the pubs are happening.
It’s really something to see.

DAY THREE

Origins of the street go back 800 years with houses first built of
wood, until they were burned down by Henry VIII in the mid-sixteenth
century, and later rebuilt in stone. It became very crowded with
population of seventy thousand people, squeezing as many as ten

This is a “free day” because by now we have hopefully covered all
the major sights in Edinburgh. This would give you a chance to take
an alkl-day optioonal tour to the Highlands, which could be arranged
for you by hour hotel concierge while we are there (so you don’t
need to book it weeks in advance,)
The main suggested activity for this day is the Royal Yacht
Britannia, a short bus ride out into the suburbs in Leith, and you can
easily get there on the public double-decker bus. It’s inexpensive
and it’s only about a twenty-minute bus ride, so it’s very easy to get
out to Leith – you don’t have to sign up for a guided tour. Along the
way you’ll pass the modernistic Scottish Parliament building, and
some other local neighborhoods. The district of Leith is a beautiful

waterfront community. You will enjoy those reflections and a stroll.
There are several pubs and restaurants along the waterfront, so
you might want to stop here for a meal, either before the museum or
afterwards. We’ll show you more of Leith in a little while.
It’s a museum that floats – arriving at the Britannia, the Royal Yacht
of Queen Elizabeth. Her Majesty’s yacht Britannia was in service
from 1954 until 1997, and during those 43 years she cruised 1 million
miles, all over the world, now open as a museum.
You are of course welcome to come aboard. You pay your admission
fee. And it’s like the queen just stepped out for a moment. The
furnishings are just the way she left them.
It’s especially poignant to
see the bedrooms. There is
Philip’s small bed and the
queen’s modest double bed,
her vanity, her dressers,
the original furniture that
she used during all those
years. It’s surprising how
modest the personal
accommodations were,

and yet it’s a spectacular
extravagance to have your
own private ship manned
by the Royal Navy to take
you anyplace you want,
anywhere in the world, in a
grand old style of cruising in
comfort rather than getting
on a jet plane.
While you might think the
ship was just for the royal
couple, as you look around at the large living room and the big
banquet room, you realize that this was an official ship of state
in which there were many guests being entertained by the royal
couple. It was a business trip, usually, any time they were going
on a journey, working hard for their country and yet enjoying this
luxurious royal comfort. Notice the electric fireplace in this more
casual sitting room. You can have a snack or a light meal at the tea
room while you’re on board. They had other dining rooms that were
a bit less formal.
As an added bonus you
get to go downstairs
below deck, upstairs and
downstairs, to see how
the crew lived, sleeping
in bunk beds, three levels
high in relatively cramped
quarters. But there were
some special perks
attached to being a crew
on the Britannia. You had
your own private pub, in typical English style, with several kinds of
ale and bitter available on tap and comfortable barstools and sofas
arranged for socializing. So, these crewmembers were working,
they had a big responsibility taking care of the royal monarch, but at
the same time they were well-taken care of too.
There was a hospital on board with the doctor always available on
call, and notice there is a large number of bunks that are ready for

anything. It was designed
to be a hospital ship in
case of war, although that
never happened.
This is a floating hotel and
so you got the mundane
support services, including
a major laundry facility,
and you get a look into the
massive engine room.
American presidents have
been guests on board including Eisenhower, Ford, Reagan and
Clinton. Charles and Diana took their honeymoon cruise on board in
1981.
Maintenance is an ongoing challenge for this floating palace,
surrounded by salt water and extreme winter weather conditions, and
they manage to keep it in perfect condition.
This deluxe tender was
used to ferry the royals and
guests back and forth when
no dock was available.
And naturally you exit
through the gift shop with
a wide variety of Britanniarelated items as well as
general souvenirs.
It’s docked at a modern
shopping mall so you can
browse around, maybe get a bite, spend some money, and then get
back on the public bus for the fifteen-minute return ride to town.
The Britannia yacht has been named the number one attraction in
Scotland by the national tourist office, Visit Scotland, and so you
know that it’s a worthwhile visit, especially with this shopping mall,
it’s the Ocean Terminal and it’s multilevel and quite modern, as you
see, loaded with shops.
The public bus will take you back to Edinburgh in about fifteen
minutes, or, you could stop off at the nearby community of Leith,
which is the port center of Edinburgh and it’s a very picturesque

place. You’ll see along
the waterfront here, you
can get different views
on either side of the
port, looking at these old
buildings, sometimes
reflected beautifully in
the water. So if you have
a little extra time, it’s
certainly worthwhile to take
a stroll around Leith.
And you’ll see they do have some outdoor pubs and restaurants
along the waterfront, which is a wonderful place to stop off for a
brief refreshment.
Aside from this lovely waterfront strip there’s not much else to see in
Leith. Alternatively, you could walk back into Edinburgh town along
what’s called the Waters of Leith. It’s a stream with a nature walk
about 4 Miles long that’s far removed from the hustle of the city,
with some opportunities to spot wildlife and view some quiet historic
neighborhoods along the way.
Much more likely, you’re going to take that city bus. It’s one of those
classic double-decker buses, and bus route number 22 is a very
good one. It comes frequently, just costs a couple pounds, and it’ll
bring you right back into the center of Edinburgh, and you get to
see some of the suburbs along the way. So that’s a nice routing that
kind of gives you a cheap city tour on the public transportation. On
the city’s edge you’ll see the modern architecture of the old town is
quite different than the surroundings.
Other options for this day include further walks in Edinburgh, visit a
below-street-level exhibit at Real Mary King’s Close, which could be
done the prior night, and see any museums you might have missed.
It’s nice to get a hotel that’s on or near the Royal Mile. The
Radisson is a four-star property in a historic building that’s been
thoroughly modernized, of course - very comfortable and they
include a big buffet breakfast in most of the hotel room rates. It
makes a great way to start your day, and in our case, we’re winding
down our visit to Edinburgh. We’ve enjoyed three days here and
now it’s time for us to move along in our tour of the British Isles.

IRELAND

We land arrive at the Dublin airport and board our a private minibus. We will be together with our driver/guide for the next eight days
exploring Ireland.
Within two hours you could drive all way across country to Galway,
but we make a few stops along the way.

CLONMACNOISE

We’re stopping an hour and 1/2 in at a historic site, the ruins of
Clonmacnoise dating back about a thousand years. They are one
of the most important
religious structures from
ancient Ireland, morefrequently mentioned in
ancient history than any
other place of its kind in
the country. The two round
towers are by far the most
interesting buildings in
Clonmacnoise.
Of all around towers in

Ireland, of which there
are many, these are
considered the most
beautiful and perfect.
Principal use of the tower
was to protect the clergy
and the treasures of the
churches from marauding
Vikings. They would go
up into the tower and
barricade themselves
inside.
The Danish invasions were heaviest and most harassing in the
early part of the ninth century when Clonmacnoise was in its
most prosperous state. The churches were the main target of the
invaders, to grab the gold. Its location on the Shannon River made
it very easy for the Vikings to come up in their long boats and do the
raiding.
While there are only remains of three small churches now, earlier
there had been a dozen.
And it’s believed they were destroyed by Cromwell’s invading
armies in the early 1650s.
The invasion by the Parliament Army of England was especially
brutal. And Cromwell is still a hated figure in Ireland, a symbol of
English oppression.
We’ll be seeing lots of green fields as we roll along through Ireland’s
countryside.

GALWAY

Our Galmont Hotel is conveniently located a few blocks from Ayre
Square and the main pedestrian mall. We take an orientation walking
tour in the afternoon, then free time to explore Galway City. We carry
on with our van ride just another half hour to Galway on the West
Coast, our home base for the next two days.
This first afternoon will
focus on Galway city and
Day 2 will tour Connemara
Peninsula with a visit to
Kylemore Abbey.
The most outstanding
single feature of Galway
City is the pedestrian
street that runs right
through the heart of town,
the ideal spot for your first
impression. It’s really the center of downtown and it’s lined with lots
of outdoor eateries and many different kinds of stores. It’s the best
place in town for people-watching and a great place to strike up a
conversation.
This busy street is only 600 meters long, but it seems much bigger
than that. Especially here, we’re in the lower section towards the
river. It’s called the Latin Quarter and this is where you’ve got the
highest density of these outdoor sidewalk restaurants. The best time
to visit a stretch like this of course is around twilight, the cocktail
hour, the dinner hour. If you come in the morning, it’s kind of dull.
If you come in the midafternoon, it’s not very busy. But in the early
evening, and right on
through the night this is the
center of town, especially
in Galway which is a
university town so there’s
lots of young people and
they love to cluster in a
place like that.
The far end of town is
called the Carib. There’s

a small plaza here with benches. It’s a fun place to hang out, get a
drink from the tea shop. In front we have the River Carib and it flows
out into Galway Bay. And we’re actually in the area that’s called the
Claddagh. It’s a very old part of the city. There was a population
of people who lived and worked here over a thousand years ago.
It was the earliest settlement known in Galway, and now we have
modern hotels.
Down at this end of town
you’ve got the famous
Spanish Arch. So-called
because Spanish merchants
lived here in the 16thcentury and practically
controlled the city. Because
of its excellent location on
the west coast of Ireland
with a natural harbor,
Galway enjoyed for
centuries trade with Spain. The arch was built in 1584, but it’s an
extension of Norman wall built much earlier in the twelfth century.
There would’ve been a longer wall running around it to enclose the
fortified settlement. This is what’s left of it.
The city thrived on international trade and by the Middle Ages it
was the principal Irish port for trade with not only Spain but France.
Those merchants lived behind the wall to protect themselves from
the Irish.
You’ll find that Galway is a perfect city to visit and spend a few
days. It’s a wonderful place in itself, and it gives you access to the
beautiful countryside of
Connemara that we shall
visit.
It’s a sizable town,
population seventy-five
thousand, which makes
it the fourth largest city in
Ireland after Dublin, Cork
and Limerick. And yet
it’s not a big city by any

means. There really are no skyscrapers in town and the central part
of town has a pedestrian atmosphere. We have lots of shops, pubs
of course there are historic buildings and everything is in a human
scale here.
Personally, I’m not much of a candy eater but when your mother-inlaw remembers some candy that you brought home from your last
trip to Ireland, hard, sour apple drops, and asks for the same candy
again you have to go find it. Apple drops, there made by Curleys in
Dublin, and they been made up there for over one hundred years
now. Half a kilogram. (candy noise) Going on a hunt for obscure
items on the trip and then finding them can be very satisfying.
Music in a pub is another one of those Irish things that you’ve just
got to do.
We’re down at the southern
end of the main pedestrian
street. Here it is called
Quay Street. This lane
changes name several
times in typical Europeanstyle it’s the High Street,
Churchyard Street, it’s
Shop Street, William
Street, and Quay Street at
the lower end with all the
restaurants.
I found very nice French restaurant here in the Latin Quarter of old
Galway town and it was delicious. The price was terrific. A threecourse meal was twenty-two euro, and I got there early so the place
was not crowded at all.
Delicious chicken breast with lentils and stewed vegetables hot from
the kitchen, with a window seat where you can watch the people
walking by, putting on that show of theater of the streets. The Latin
Quarter Bistro.
There are some other interesting streets in Galway such as Middle
Street and Cross Street Lower. But you’ll find that the main center of
attraction is that pedestrian lane that we’ve been focusing on. But if
you’ve got the time, wander around and discover more of the city.
Ayre Square, one of the most popular spots in town. It’s always busy,

beautifully landscaped
in the center with hotels
around it, restaurants. The
bronze statue represents a
traditional sailing boat called
the Hooker. Ayre Square
is also known as John F.
Kennedy Memorial Park.
Perhaps you’ve heard that
every once in a while it rains
a little bit in Ireland. You’ve
heard about the rain? Yes it can get very wet with those winds
blowing in off 3000 miles of Atlantic Ocean. But when the rain stops
the air is nice and fresh.
Or, duck into the covered shopping mall. Yes, Galway City also has
a downtown shopping mall like just about every city in the world.
Actually, two malls joined together the Ayre Square Center and
Corbett Court. They’ve got over a hundred stores and of course a
lot of places to eat.

Galway, day two,

We’re heading out to
Connemara and Kylemore
Abbey.
We do quite a bit of stopping
and getting out of the
van while driving through
Connemara to enjoy the
landscape, take a good look
at and snap some pictures,
then back on the road
heading to the number one
visitor attraction in the west
of Ireland, and certainly one of the most beautiful sites that we’re
seeing.

Kylemore Abbey

This is one of the great highlights of Ireland. We’re in the
Connemara area and enjoying this beautiful scene. It was a former
private mansion.

And then it was in Abbey,
and it became a private
school for girls, and once
again it’s an Abbey, and
a major tourist attraction,
you can see because
it’s so beautiful here on
the lake. And there’s a
garden, there’s a tea shop
and tours. It really is a
wonderful spot to see in

Ireland, Kylemore Abbey.
Probably the best part of the visit is simply looking at the Abbey
across the beautiful lake. But you also get to go inside and tour the
former mansion, and walk along the shore, and there is a beautiful
landscape garden that’s been created that for many people would be
their favorite activity.
You could walk from the
Abbey to the gardens, but
it is about half a mile. And
so they provide a shuttle
bus to bring you from the
Abbey over to the garden.
You can walk around and
then take the bus back
again.
The Catholic girl school
was operated by
Benedictine nuns and it
was open from 1923 until it
closed in 2010.

CLIFDEN

And there are other
beautiful sites in
Connemara that we shall
see.
We’re driving down to the
town that’s considered the

capital of Connemara, the
town of Clifden., perhaps
one of the top ten-towns
in Ireland for charm and
beauty. It’s a quaint place.
It’s got wide sidewalks, a
lot of shops and cafés.
We’re here on a weekday
in the month of May so it’s
not very busy. It looks like
more locals than tourists
out today.
Bicycling is very popular in
Ireland, even though many
of the roads are narrow
as he found out with his
trailer.
Clifden in Connemara is a
beautiful little town. It’s got
lots of little shops, bars,
great food, fantastic music
and it’s a great base for
the whole area. The sea is on your doorstep, the mountains are
rolling there behind you all the time. It’s just beautiful. The whole of
Connemara is fantastic.
And a must do is a drive out to the Sky Road where you’ve got the
most beautiful and viewing points on the Wild Atlantic Way. And
with that lovely view of the Wild Atlantic Way from the Sky Road
viewpoint, we wrap up our visit to Connemara and return to Galway
for the evening, free to take a stroll in town and find dinner, perhaps
visit a pub with live Irish music.

To DINGLE
We’ve been enjoying Galway in the west of Ireland for the last two
days and now we’re leaving town and heading south.
We’ll be driving along the west shore of Ireland past some very
dramatic scenery, including the Burren and the famous Cliffs of

Moher. It takes a few hours
and halfway there we
will stop at a spectacular
viewpoint to see the Cliffs
of Moher.
Will be driving along with
they call the Wild Atlantic
Way. It’s a road along the
shore with many fine sites
including castles, some
of them occupied and
others in ruins, but they’re
always photogenic. We’ll
see lots of pastures with
sheep. Sometimes cows
are crossing the road in
front of us and we have to
slow down and let them
go. This coastal road
extends from the north of
Ireland to the south, 1500
miles altogether. Along this
stretch one of the main sites is the Burren, which is formed chiefly
of barren rocky hills rising to a height of about 800-1000 feet. It
originally formed as sediments at the bottom of a tropical sea about
325 million years ago. It finally emerged as the barren limestone that
we see today.

CLIFFS OF MOHER

From the Burren it’s a rather short drive to what is the most popular
natural attraction in all of Ireland. It’s the spectacular Cliffs of Moher.
The area’s extreme beauty has made it a big magnet for most Irish
tourists. About 1 1/2 million people are visiting each year and that
number is growing pretty rapidly. They’ve developed a new visitor
center and strict barrier walls to deal with the situation and provide a
safe and pleasant experience for the visitors.
Previously in the last century, it was possible for visitors to get close
to the edge. But the experience today is still quite magical. The view
looking down those cliffs is one of the great sights of the world. In

fact, in one recent survey
it was named the world’s
best vista.
It’s still possible to get
close to the cliff, if you
get away from this visitor
viewing area.
These restrictions on
viewing bring up the
much bigger concept that
tourism in large numbers
is affecting the sites.
Worldwide, places are
getting more crowded, so
the lesson is get out and
travel now before it gets
even more crowded.
They built a major new
visitor center with a large
gift shop and a wonderful
display of multimedia
screens, and display
boards of the history, the geology, the culture of the area. There’s a
small auditorium where they show a video that ironically they called
The Ledge so you can watch a video of the ledge. Then have a cup
of tea in their snack shop and be on your way.
Nearby is a well that supposedly has healing powers. It’s in a tiny
grotto whose walls are thick with holy pictures representing various
saints. It’s devoted to Brigid who was originally a Druid goddess and
then later a Catholic saint with healing powers.
A few miles south we’re passing through the small town of Lahinch,
probably 70% of the visitors to Lahinch are here to play golf. Surfing
is popular down at Liscannor Bay.
We soon reached the village of Miltown Malby, famous for traditional
Irish music. If you look on the left you’ll see a statue of Willie Clancy,
noted musician.
Next we arrive in Kilrush. It’s one of the larger towns of County
Clare. It’s been around ever since the sixteenth century, but the

town layout is largely from
the 18th century. It’s a little
bit different than many Irish
towns with the town square
and the courthouse right in
the center.
We’re about halfway on our
journey today from Galway
down to Dingle.
Kilrush made a perfect
place to stop for a while
and have lunch and take a little walk around. Many good places to
eat, ranging from cafés, sandwich shops, pubs and restaurants and
a very lively streets scene with all of the shops lined up on the main
road. The town is not exactly a tourist magnet, but there are some
small hotels and bed and breakfast where you could spend the night.
Quite entertaining to take a little stroll, take a break and then get
back in our bus, and continue on.
We will be crossing the Shannon River. Our van drove right onto the
ferry that’s going to take us across the River Shannon. It goes from
Killimer to Tarbert. The crossing just takes about twenty minutes, and
it will save you a lot of driving time. If you were to drive all the way
up the Shannon and cross over and come back again, that could
take at least an hour, maybe two hours, depending on traffic. So, it’s
a very popular way to get across the Shannon. Just get on the ferry,
crossing over from County Clare to County Kerry. And it’s great to
get out of your vehicle and stretch your legs, get some fresh air and
enjoy the view.
Driving off, we continue
south, heading eventually
to Dingle but along the
way we pass through.
Listowel, a typical small
market town, population
about 5,000. A distinctive
feature of the main street
is the color and variety of
the shopfront designs.

We soon arrive in the city of
Tralee, which is the largest
town in County Kerry, and
it’s the county capital. It
has a population of about
24,000 people making it
the eighth largest town in
Ireland.
Tralee is a tourist
destination with many
fine hotels and a lot of
restaurants and shops. The town center is compact and a nice
place to walk around. And there’s a nice history museum on the
edge of town that we will take a look inside. It could be a home base
for visiting the nearby Dingle Peninsula and the town of Killarney.
There is a hiking trail that starts here and goes all the way to Dingle,
but that’s 100 miles away. It would take eight days to walk it. We will
be riding in our van.
Tralee is wonderful place to take a break as you’re driving on your
way to Dingle. And we go along the Main St., Denny Street, which
is one of the oldest in town, and we notice these Georgian-style
doorways, reminiscent of Dublin.
The Tralee town park is right across the street with 35 acres,
making it one of the largest urban public parks in Ireland. It has a
rose garden set among lush greenery.
Downtown Tralee is lovely place to just take a quick stroll. It’s got
one shop after another. There are pubs, there are restaurants and
lots of people out walking. Like most Irish towns they do not have
a pedestrian zone but they do have very nice wide sidewalks that
make it easy to get around, with friendly people you could talk with if
you like to strike up a conversation.
But for us it’s time to go. We’re back on our van with our driver
guide Martin, heading to our main destination for the evening, which
is Dingle, where we shall spend the next couple of days.

DINGLE
We’ve been exploring the West Coast of Ireland and now we’re
heading for Dingle which some people would say is the finest
destination in the country. Dingle is a lush green peninsula extending
out into the Atlantic Ocean.
Entering the Dingle Peninsula and passing through villages of
Blennerville, Camp and Annascaul.
We stop by the roadside for a lovely view looking down towards the
coast and across the green fields.
Next stop, Dingle, our home base for the next couple days. The town
is one of Ireland’s best with excellent hotels, of course many pubs,
and in recent years, Dingle has become one of the gourmet capitals
of the country with many fine restaurants. We will be taking you
inside a couple of them. The drive in gave us a nice overview and
will be taking you on several
walks through town. It’s got
a lot of pubs, restaurants, a
few art galleries and shops,
and yet it still retains a
local feeling, because it’s
a couple blocks away from
the touristic center.
Dingle is rather small, with

three principal streets,
Main, Green and Strand.
The center of action is
clustered in a few small
blocks by the waterfront.
You can see the town
center is small enough
that you don’t need to
worry about looking
at a map or reading
a guidebook to find
out where to go. It’s all right there in front of you, one place after
another, the shops, pubs and restaurants making it easy to see all
of the center in a couple of hours. Of course you’ll want to spend
time eating and drinking, and shopping. Because Dingle is out on
this peninsula, a little bit hard to get to, and yet it’s one of the nicest
places in Ireland. It’s got the urban charm of a town.
Most visitors find the real attraction is the surrounding areas with
the beautiful countryside and the historic sites. With a few minutes’
drive, you are at the edge of town and beyond that, you’re in the
countryside almost immediately.
On Day Two we hop in our van and do a tour of the peninsula.
Dingle is a peninsula sticking into the sea at the western edge of
Europe, set amid wild green scenery surrounded by the ocean. One
of the main historic sites you’ll see is Dunbeg Fort. It’s quite typical
of the Celtic fortresses of the Iron Age in Ireland. It’s built right up
against the edge of a cliff, so it’s easy to defend itself with the big
walls on one side and the sea cliff on the other. This was a nearly
settlement. It is very early,
500 BC. They are under
attack, they are defending
and attacking.
Probably house up to
maybe 20 people, you
know, 4 or 5 families with
one head guy. And when
they come under attack,
all in here, they would

bring animals in here, everything. And, there would have been timber
structures in here. And under attack that would bring animals in here,
keep everything safe because when they raid, they carry everything..
They are kept flat enough for walking. It’s called dry stonewalling.
That’s what it is, and it’s still carried out today. People can build walls
that will last another couple of hundred years.
Curious stone structures,
the beehive huts. These
stone domes were first
built about 3,000 years
ago, it’s believed, and
they were probably the
homes of ordinary people,
of the farmers who lived
in the area, with several
generations living together
under one roof.
Okay, we’ve got a series of, one, two, three beehive huts, early
settlements.
The stone domes are built up and what’s called the corbel style
in which each layer of stones as you go higher is grouped more
towards the center of the structure until finally meeting at the top,
forming a very solid stone dome, even without the use of mortar, all
held together by gravity and friction.
There called beehive huts because of the shape, not because there
were any bees inside. These were for people. It’s believed this site
was occupied until about 1,200 A.D., by which time it had evolved
into a farmstead for an extended family with the habitation sites, and
with the corrals and room for
livestock, farm buildings and
storage places.
The style of prehistoric
stone-dome dwelling is not
unique to Ireland. It’s found
in the South of Italy and
other places throughout
Europe dating back to the
Iron Age, thousands of years

ago.
It’s estimated there are the remains of about 400 beehive huts
scattered throughout the Dingle Peninsula.
This seems to be the most intact and accessible combination of
huts, right on the side of the road, so it’s great place to stop and
learn about them. One of the legends says that they were the huts
of the monks. There were certainly a lot of monks and early Irish
Catholics living in the area, but there is no definite proof that these
were occupied by monks. They were built to about 1000 BC, well
before the Christian era, before the time of monks.
We’re lucky today that some of Ireland’s prehistory is still quite
visible, with stone structures that have survived for thousands
of years. It’s believed that people have been living on the Dingle
Peninsula for at least 6,000 years, living a settled life as farmers
and fishermen in a Neolithic culture.
Archaeologists have counted nearly 5000 stone structures and ruins
and remains on the Dingle Peninsula. It is the highest density of
Irish prehistoric structures in the entire country.
The other most amazing
of the ancient structures
on Dingle Peninsula is
the Gallarus Oratory. It’s
an ancient stone church
made with no mortar at
all. The stones are just
piled one on top of the
other for a very snug fit.
It’s one of the oldest and
most famous churches in
the whole of Ireland and
yet mysterious. Nobody knows quite exactly how old it is. Estimates
bring it back to the 9th-century, 10th-century, not quite sure.
The church is in almost perfect condition showing how incrediblywell it was constructed in the first place.
The building technique again was the corbelling system where one
row of stones overlaps the row underneath, with the building getting
more narrow as it grows higher.
The structure is waterproof and airtight, forming a sheltered space

for intimate religious activities. Presumably they came on Sundays
and Holy days to conduct mass. It was obviously for a small
congregation. There wouldn’t have been a very large population
back in those days because of famine and disease, plague, infant
mortality, warfare, short lifespan. Living conditions were difficult, and
yet the masons were able to come together and build this structure
of everlasting beauty.
These people had a
subsistence economy that
just provided the basic
needs from what they
could grow and catch and
fish. A small amount of
trading would’ve taken
place, but largely they
were self-sufficient back
in the Middle Ages when
Gallarus was built, fully
utilizing all their resources. They used the mountains for gathering
and the more-rough patches for animal grazing and the arable land
for farming, for their main staples of oats, barley and wheat.
If you drove from Dingle out around the peninsula and back again,
it’s just about 25 miles so you can easily do it in half a day while
stopping to look at the sites, and then head back into town.
Dingle is the westernmost point in Ireland, and so the locals like to
claim that it’s the westernmost point in Europe, next stop is New
York.
Dingle certainly is rather remote. One could say, unspoiled, a more
natural setting than in
the hustle bustle of many
European locations. It’s
not on the tourist route
as much as more famous
places like Killarney and
Galway and Dublin and
Cork, and therefore it’s a
more quiet place. It’s a little
bit more peaceful.

And yet Main Street is lined with pubs as you see, and there are lots
of shops to keep you busy. Woolen garments are one of the favorite
items that people love to shop for here. Get that Irish fisherman
sweater or a traditional scarf.
Along with tourism, fishing is another major activity in Dingle and
surrounding waters, which are very productive for large-scale
fishing.
No surprise that
restaurants here
specialize in fresh fish and
one of the more popular
places is Out Of the Blue,
that is usually packed
with locals and tourists
queue up to get in, so
make your reservations
ahead of time. They
are ranked number one
on Trip Advisor, but they don’t serve any meat, only seafood and
vegetables, of course. The menu changes every day depending on
what’s available from the fishing boats that dock right across the
street.
If you’re down at the harbor pier in the morning you might see some
of the big fishing boats come in. These are large-scale factory boats
generally from other European countries, and they use Dingle as a
principal harbor.
Fishing has always been a major economic activity in Ireland. Maps
from the early 14th century already shows some important fishing
grounds. Irish fisheries were famous and productive for centuries,
but by the middle of the 20th century it had begun to collapse. The
recovery in recent decades has made the waters off the Irish coast
in the North Atlantic among the most productive in the world.
The fish are brought ashore packed in ice containers that are
destined for the continent. They are heading for France and Spain,
not so much for consumption in Ireland, although some of the fish
do find their way to the local restaurants and fish markets.
We had a chance to eat in another one of the better restaurants of
Dingle, Global Village, owned by Nuala Cassidy and Martin Bealin,

right on the main street.
They have been there for
16 years and developed
quite a reputation.
Hello, Martin here, with
Global Village restaurant.
Well, we had a chance
to talk with Martin, the
owner-chef, while he was
hard at work in the kitchen
preparing his foods. But
he took some time to describe his dishes and tell us about was
happening in the Dingle restaurant scene.
Dingle is the place to eat in Ireland, it’s the one. The reason is,
we’ve got the ocean right beside us, we’ve got the hills all around us,
organic farms, organic vegetables, great, chefs, and a good tourist
base just to keep the whole thing ticking on.
I mean not to mention the scenery, the culture, the music, all of
things that were here already in place, and tourism coming. Now
we’ve just added food into the mix. Great quality craft beers and
drinks happening in the pubs. Dingle’s been a tourist destination for
30 years. But, i t’s been a food destination, probably, for only 5 or
6 now, since 2008. You know, so as the tourism comes in, it starts
to support more restaurants, a snowball thing, you know, it starts
to snowball, because chefs are attracted to where they’re going to
make a living.
Getting ready for another big day, we’re leaving town and heading
south.

To KILLARNEY
We’ve had a most
enjoyable visit in Dingle
town and exploring the
peninsula. And now it’s
time to go. Moving along,
loading up in the bus,
driving out through town,
we are heading south
as we continue our tour
of Ireland. We’re driving from Dingle passing scenic landscapes.
With sheep grazing on the sloping fields and the borders of the wild
ragwort yellow flowers, and stone walls, and some houses off up on
the hillside. It’s quite a scene.
We’re still on the Dingle Peninsula near the little village of Lispole.
We’re on the main road of the peninsula and you can see it’s a little
narrow. The paving is pretty good actually. They’ve improved the
roads of Ireland a lot in recent decades.
It is so easy to be sitting
on the bus and let the
driver do the work.
Continuing along on the
Dingle Peninsula, we stop
at a 3-mile-long beach,
ironically called Inch.
It’s one of the longest
beaches in Ireland so this
is an excellent place to
get out of the bus, take
your shoes off and go take a walk along this very flat beach. It’s
tempting to walk in the water because it’s just so shallow and gives
such a beautiful reflection. You want to get out there to get the best
possible picture with the clouds reflected down on the wet sand.
It’s a nice sunny day and fairly warm. We’re here in the middle of
the month of May. Continuing on south now, our next stop will be
Killarney, as we pass through the beautiful scenery of the southwest
of Ireland. It’s one of the prettiest parts of the country.

KILLARNEY

Killarney is most famous
for its three lakes, and the
town itself is quite attractive.
Killarney is the nation’s
most popular destination
after Dublin. People are
drawn here primarily for the
natural beauties around in
the National Park, but the
town itself has developed
into a major tourist magnet.
Upon arrival we shall tour the Ring of Kerry via Killorglin, Glenbeigh,
Cahersiveen, Waterville, Coomakesta Pass with it magnificent
views over Derrynane, home of Daniel O’ Connell, known as “The
Liberator” to Caherdaniel. Travel on via Castlecove, Sneem, Moll’s
Gap, Ladies View, Killarney National Park and along the Lakes of
Killarney.
Back in Killarney town there will be some time to browse around.
There are quite a few shops packed into a small area. Those main
streets outlined in blue add up to only about 1/2 a mile so it’s quite
easy to walk through the center up and down both sides of the street.
One of the most popular activities here is riding in the horse carriage
with some commentary by your local driver.
You’re going for a trip around the lakes of Killarney. Right away the
route takes you into the park away from the busy streets of the town.
It’s all part of the Killarney national Park.
You can take a short ride
as were doing today for
about 1/2 an hour and that
gives you a little taste of
the scenery. Or you can
go for several hours, or
half a day with your guide.
There’s a lot to see in the
area.
Classic view of the cart
with St. Mary’s Cathedral

in the background, the tallest
building in town at 280 feet,
a Gothic revival spire up
there, and a tea room with
traditional thatched roof.
Back in the nineteenth
century, the jaunting car was
the main type of passenger
vehicle. That’s how people
got around.
But today Killarney is about
the only place you’ll find them. There’s some wildlife in the park.
We slowed down and spotted deer. It’s a popular route for bicycles,
which you can rent in town.
And then we come up along the lower lake, the biggest in the park.
Five miles long by three miles wide, guys, a freshwater glacier lake,
Lough Leane, the largest of the three lakes of Killarney. Some great
salmon and trout fishing out on this lake. Need a permit to fish for
salmon but you can fish for trout for free, guys.
On the other side of the lake we get a view of Ross Castle built in
the late 15th century. And destroyed in 1652 by Oliver Cromwell.
It was the last stronghold in Munster to fall to the invading English
armies.
Considering we only had
a couple of free hours in
Killarney, this was time
well-spent, about thirtyfive, forty minutes on the
horse carriage through the
park, and then back into
town with a bit more time
to explore.
Killarney does have
nice wide sidewalks in
the downtown area with trees and some benches, and the shops
each seem to be unique. It’s not like going to a big shopping mall.
This place has a lot of character. The center of town, marked in
the red circle is the crossroads of busy streets: High Street Main

and New. Cars drive down
the streets, so there’s no
pedestrian zone as such,
but the sidewalks are nice
and wide, it’s easy to take a
comfortable stroll.
If you strike up a
conversation with some Irish
lads you’ll probably end up
doing a lot of laughing.
You might not catch
everything when talking
to the Irish, but the spirit
certainly comes through.
Shoppers will find that
you can purchase nearly
everything in Killarney, being
major tourist destination.
There’s lots of retail here,
and the pubs, and the
antiques, and the gift shops.
Even if not buying they make

it fun to look.
Next morning we leave for Kinsale, taking the coastal route passing
Bantry Bay, a further extension of the Wild Atlantic Way. Heading out
of the city, turning south towards Kinsale, with another nice view of
St. Mary’s Cathedral.
Irish roads have improved tremendously in recent decades.
The economy was doing very well early in this century, not quite so
well now, but they had a lot of money and invested in infrastructure,
creating a modern state-of-the-art country with high levels of
education that attracted
much international
business. They became
the Celtic Tigers. We
are reaching the end of
our drive, arriving now in
Kinsale.

KINSALE
Kinsale in the south of Ireland is a coastal village famous for its
brightly colored shops, gourmet restaurants and significant history.
Mostly you’ll find that it’s the perfect small town to walk around in.
Did we mention pubs yet? Oh yes, you’ll find lots of Irish music in
the pubs of Kinsale. It is a small town with a friendly atmosphere.
It’s the kind of place where you just want to hang out and relax.
Kinsale has become one of Ireland’s most popular visitor
destinations, and yet it is somewhat remote.
It’s not very crowded except for a couple of months in the
summertime when it does get rather busy.
The rest of the year it’s a little bit more quiet and peaceful than the
other major Irish destinations, because it’s on the far southern shore
away from the main intercity highways. Coming in through the little
downtown, we’re soon driving along the marina as we get to our
hotel, the Actons, nicely located just a short walk from the town
center.
One of the defining characteristics and most pleasant aaspects of
the city is that it’s right on the water. There’s a big natural harbor

that played a large role in
its history and economy,
which has involved fishing
and trading with Europe,
and some important military
battles because of its
strategic location. More on
that later.
The town consists of
well-preserved historic
buildings because during
the twentieth century this area was in economic decline. Nothing
much happened here, there was very little development. And so the
old buildings from centuries ago are still standing. It’s one of those
delightful historical sequences where a town was booming in the
1600s and 1700, 1800s with many attractive shops and homes built
in a nicely organized village center, then went into decline, left alone
for a hundred years, and now it’s been rediscovered. The buildings
are all renovated and painted in a lively variety of colors.
In the last forty years, Kinsale has really blossomed and has
bounced back today as a very attractive destination, with sThe
largest public gathering place is Market Square, which has the only
pedestrian streets in town.
Several outdoor restaurants
and cafés, and mostly it’s a
place to have a drink or sit
on a bench, or just percent
stroll through. Just a really
nice place to hang out. And
with that street furniture
you’re welcome to sit down
without buying anything and
relax.
We’ve gotten used to
pedestrian zones in most towns of Europe and come to expect them
where cars are not allowed. But it’s not that common in Ireland,
except in a few places such as Kinsale. Even here the pedestrian
zone is pretty small. It’s only three little blocks, but as you can see on

the map, the entire center
of town is very friendly for
the pedestrian, for walking
along. Yeah, there’s cars in
the streets, but not many.
And there’s nice sidewalks.
It’s a very quiet place.
Here, too, it’s quite
different than most
Irish towns that usually
consist of one main road
running through the center of the town and that’s about it. You don’t
often have that tangle of inviting side streets that you want to go
exploring, like you find here in Kinsale. Partly it’s because Kinsale is
located out of the way. It’s not on a major thoroughfare connecting
to other big cities.
And another factor is
that it was occupied and
developed by the British
from 1600s up through
about 1800s when it really
took its form. Irish were
not even allowed to live in
the city during that time.
Which brings up some
interesting history. Yes,
the Spanish Armada was
here in Kinsale. In 1601 the Spanish Navy arrived. to help the Irish
in their rebellion against the English overlords. However, that did not
succeed; the English prevailed and controlled Ireland for the next
300 years.
The Irish were diplomatic in those early struggles and did not fight
back, for example against Cromwell’s invading armies. And as a
result, the town was not destroyed. But like the slogan of Notre
Dame University tells us, the Irish are the fighting Irish, and they
finally prevailed with the revolution of 1921, giving the English the
boot.
We were just trying to get across the street to a highly-

recommended restaurant,
Jim Edwards. It’s a
gastropub.
Oh, we haven’t mentioned
yet, Kinsale is also most
famous as a gourmet
center. They have dozens
of fine places to eat, many
of which have reached
gourmet status such as this
gastropub, Jim Edwards.
It’s highly rated on Trip Advisor, but more importantly, with locals
were telling us this is an excellent restaurant. And as we sat and
enjoyed a meal, we saw more and more local people coming in to fill
up the place, so we knew this was a good spot. Naturally, they have
a lot of wonderful fresh fish on the menu and they are famous for
their scalloped potatoes. It figures that Irish can be very creative with
potatoes, and they were, and their big side dishes of vegetables. It
was an amazing feast at a reasonable price.
So, don’t think that a pub is strictly a bar with a lot of Guinness,
and maybe a pub lunch. Many of them are gourmet restaurants
nowadays, especially in Kinsale.
Another famous highquality restaurant is Blue
Haven, which is also a
hotel right in the center
of town; it would be an
excellent place to stay and
to eat.
Kinsale has been
compared to the French
Riviera, the Côte d’Azur,
and has a twin town in
Antibes and also in Newport, Rhode Island. And when you walk
around, you can see the attractiveness of the town. And just looking
at the shopfronts is also one of the great activities in Kinsale, so take
time, take a stroll; you can spend an hour or two window-shopping
and maybe buy something. They’ve got a great variety of things

on sale. And mostly these
are unique little boutique
shops, there are no chain
stores apparent in Kinsale,
anywhere.
The buildings have such of
vibrant color, without being
garish, it makes you feel
like you’re walking through
a work of art, and with so
many great restaurants to
pick from.
There is an overall harmony in the human scale of the buildings but
tremendous diversity from one door to the next.
What do you think? Are you enchanted yet by this place that you
might have never heard of? But there’s more. There is some
fascinating history to explore.
If you would walk up
one of these steep hills
you will soon get to an
old castle. It’s Desmond
Castle tthat was built
about five hundred years
ago. It’s fine example of
an urban tower house. It
was originally built as a
customhouse, especially
for wine. The Earl of
Desmond was granted the right to take one cask of wine from every
shipment.
And Kinsale in those days was a major importer of wine to Ireland
from Spain and France and Portugal.
Inside the castle they have a small wine museum, with different
kinds of corkscrews, old bottles of wine, and different paraphernalia.
A couple of centuries later the castle also served as a prison,
because the French Navy attempted to capture Kinsale, and they
were defeated. And so the prisoners were held here, and it’s known
locally as the French Prison because of soldiers who were locked

up here during the Napoleonic Wars. It’s worth climbing up the steps
to the rooftop observation deck because here you get a nice view
looking out across Kinsale Harbor. You can see how much of a
boating center Kinsale is.
le, and yet we only stayed for one night. It’s amazing how much you
can do in one day.
Now it’s time for a delightful
buffet breakfast at our
hotel and then move along.
Kinsale is a small town, the
center is much less than
one square kilometer, so
you really can see it in a
short period. Or you could
certainly spend a few days
or a week here, going
through all the restaurants
and enjoying the surroundings, but for us it’s time to go.
We do have one more stop before we depart Kinsale and that’s the
historic site of Charles Fort, built by the British after that attack by the
Spanish Armada in 1601.
It was completed in 1681
in a classic Vauban style of
fortification.
It successfully resisted any
attack until 1921 after the
Irish Revolution, when the
Irish burned down some
of the wooden structures
inside.
And that completes our visit
to Kinsale.
We’re now taking the final driving leg of our Ireland tour, traveling
from Kinsale up to Dublin. Normally it takes about three hours for this
scenic drive, and the roads are quite good. But along the way we’re
going to make a stop at the Rock of Cashel, a very important historic
site.
The total distance from Kinsale to Dublin is just about 175 miles, so

we can relax in our minibus and enjoy the views, looking through
big picture windows and not worrying about driving on the left side
of the road. We make a few stops along the way to Dublin.

CASHEL

In just over one hour we arrive at the Rock of Cashel and right away
we can see how massive this rocky plateau is, a natural outcrop
300-feet high. We can see why it started out as of fortress, easily
defended. The round tower is the oldest surviving structure probably
from the 9th century, about 90 feet high.
There is a magnificent
view from the Rock across
what’s called the Vale of
Tralee, some of the fairest
and most fertile land in
Ireland.
The church was
intentionally destroyed by
the Archbishop in 1749
because he wanted to build the church in town where it was more
convenient for him to get to, rather than up on top of the rock.
The site generally has its local guide as well telling some stories
about the history.
The earliest building here on this site today dates back to the twelfth
century, but the history of the Rock dates back to the fourth century.
Now from the 4th until the 12th century, it was the kings of Munster
that lived here on the Rock.
And in the first year of the twelfth century, in 1101, the king hands
the site over to the church, and from there on in, it was bishops and
archbishops that lived
here.
Now all the buildings here
on the site, they are all
ecclesiastical buildings
and would have been in
use by the church. Now
you’ll notice here that
the cathedral here is in
the shape of a crucifix,

or its cruciform in plan.
And in 1749 they built a
new cathedral down in
the town center itself, and
abandoned this one here
on the rock, and that was
really the end of all activity
on the rock by the church.
Constructed mostly back in
the 13th century, this is one
of the finest examples of a

Gothic ruins anywhere in Europe.
And there are some original sculptures still on views, somewhat worn
down by the centuries, but still impressive to see.
Also included in your admission charge is the chance to walk around
in several of the other buildings, including some that give you that
feeling of life 500 years ago.
The word “cashel” in Irish means defensive wall, and this 2-acre site
is still surrounded in part by remains of a fortified stone wall. You
want to be sure to take in those lovely vistas.
We are back on the road again in our small private bus heading for
the last stop in our journey, the city of Dublin, the capital of Ireland.
We’re coming full circle now because we started in Dublin a week
ago, went over to Galway and then headed south, ending up in
Kinsale and now back to Dublin.
Each and every town that we visited was delightful and so has been
the view out the windows of
the bus, watching the Irish
countryside glide by.
In the past I have driven
a rental car around Ireland
and I must say I prefer to
let somebody else do the
driving.

DUBLIN

Ireland is best known as a land of quaint villages, friendly people
and wild natural beauty but there is another side to this emerald isle
-- the urban charms of Dublin.
There is a certain irony in focusing on the big city when you visit
Ireland because the true beauty of this land is undeniably its
countryside: the lush, green landscapes that are found everywhere
outside of Dublin. We’ve seen all that in the previous week, but now
we’re focusing on the urban excitement of Dublin.
This convivial capital is truly a fascinating place with warm, sociable
people, lovely architecture, excellent museums, great pubs, varied
restaurants, endless entertainment and the most popular attraction,
Guinness, in the pubs,
We’ll start out with three main areas south of the river Liffey: Trinity
College, St. Stephen’s Green and Temple bar. And then up to
pedestrian shopping street.
Trinity College is one of the world’s great schools and a leading
attraction, with more than half a million visitors each year. People
come to see the graceful campus with its wonderful collection of
historic buildings and gardens arranged in a harmonious setting
spanning 35 acres.

The impressive
Campanile bell tower
dating to 1853, stands
in the center of campus
and is the symbol of
the school. Behind it is
Trinity’s oldest building
a red brick structure
called the Rubrics from
1690.
There is one very
special item on campus everyone flocks to see -- the illuminated
manuscript known as the Book of Kells, dating back to the 8th
century.
This is Ireland’s most popular single tourist attraction, so it pays to
get here early because the lines to see it can get very long during
the busy summer months especially. The Book of Kells hearkens
back to the Middle Ages when Irish monks were keepers of the flame
of civilization in an otherwise dismal European cultural scene of the
Dark Ages.
The Book of Kells is on
display in the Old Library,
which in itself is a notable
site lined with dark wood
shelves containing 200,000
of the school’s oldest books
and some fascinating
artifacts.
12,000 students keep the
Trinity campus and this
part of town quite lively
during the school year,
but during the summer holidays, rooms in the dormitories can be
rented for a reasonable fee if you would like nice quiet, centrallylocated accommodations with private facilities in buildings of historic
character.
You’re welcome to freely stroll through five pleasant quadrangles on
the campus. It’s like a small city in town.

And when you’re finished
exit back out the front gate
and take a left on Grafton
Street, which in a block
becomes a pedestrian
shopping mall.
You’ll see the Bank of
Ireland, a large classical
building with the curved
façade accented by many
huge pillars, built from
1729.
Dublin’s main pedestrian promenade is Grafton Street, which
extends for six glorious blocks and is lined with shops and
restaurants all the way. This is truly the heart of town, filled with
mobs of locals out for a stroll.
Grafton Street
is the center of
a fine shopping
neighborhood
that extends out
on both sides for
several blocks.
St. Stephen’s
Green is a real
charmer, with all
the elements you
would hope for in the perfect urban oasis: abundant green lawns,
two small ponds, scattered benches, flowerbeds, a fountain, ducks,
geese, soaring trees, a bandstand, snack stand, locals enjoying
themselves.
These 22 acres of St Stephens Green had been a swampy marsh
until it first became a private park in 1678, with homes for the
affluent built around it. A wall was built to keep out ordinary citizens.
The park was opened to the public in 1877, and rejuvenated by a
wealthy benefactor, Sir Arthur Guinness. All new landscaping was
done in the Victorian style with the perimeter of tree and shrub
planting, and there’s spectacular spring and summer flowerbeds.

There’s 3 1/2 kilometers of
walkways accessible to all
users.
It’s an easy one kilometer
walk from the park over to
Temple Bar, Dublin’s most
popular gathering spot.
Temple Bar is the nightlife
center of town, a great
place for a stroll, perhaps
have a pint and catch some
traditional music. It is the city’s busiest tourist district.
Most of the action is centered on the main lane, called Temple
Bar and then Fleet Street. And it’s only about 400 meters from the
Millennium Bridge down to the O’Connell Bridge which are the
effective boundaries of Temple Bar. It’s a small area, but packed with
people.
You’ll surely find Irish
music every day in several
of these lively pubs.
At night, Temple Bar
becomes action central
for the young travelers,
catering mostly to tourists
who want to party into the
wee hours.
The party atmosphere puts
people in a happy mood.
There are many pubs that provide an authentic local experience with
live music in a variety of styles, mostly Irish. And you can find lots
of Irish beer and food here. This is not a typical Irish scene. It’s a bit
noisier, with drinks a bit more expensive, but it’s a great showplace
for people watching and partying.
Music can fill the air, thanks to regular performances by street
buskers who always appreciate any coins you might toss their way.
Perhaps not everyone’s cup of tea, but you take a look here and
decide for yourself. You can see it’s quite civilized and polite.
In fair weather you will see thousands of people out on the streets

every night, standing or
sitting on the pavement,
with a pint in hand,
having a grand time. The
sidewalks are mobbed
and the pubs are packed.
This big variety offers
something for most
everyone, so be sure to
visit, whether it’s for a
quick peek or to spend a
couple of nights.
It’s easy to leave Temple
Bar via the Ha’penny
Bridge crossing the river
Liffey up to O’Connell
Street, where many hotels
are located.
Out for a brief stroll in this
downtown area. Dublin
has been expanding their
tram system recently. We
had a look at the operation and at some of the construction in the
roadbed. You can see how they build the tracks. They don’t have
an underground or elevated metro, but the street-level tram is very
effective.
The National Gallery of Ireland has a small but excellent selection
from the major periods of European art history, and a large
collection of Irish art
tastefully presented in a
beautiful building. Start with
the great masters before
your senses get overloaded.
It’s nice to see the young
students getting a firsthand
education in fine arts
with gallery talks that
will hopefully give them

appreciation for arts that
will stay with them for their
lives.
Vermeer, Jan Steen, Frans
Hals and Ruisdael highlight
the Dutch masters, while
the Spanish painters
include El Greco, Murillo,
Zurburan, Velasquez and
Goya. This is a worldclass collection and yet
small enough that you can
appreciated in one or two
hours.
As we have seen most
of the interesting parts of
Dublin are south of the
river, but there are also
many fine sites left to see
in the north end of town.
O’Connell Street is like the
Broadway or Fifth Avenue
of Dublin. It had been the main street for many, many years. And it
is still a wonderful place to walk around, especially now, the tram
service is coming down O’Connell Street and rejuvenating this entire
neighborhood. It’s a grand old boulevard with wide sidewalks and
lined with important historic monuments.
The most famous building that you’ll see on O’Connell Street is the
grand neoclassical façade of the General Post Office. This landmark
structure played a role in the Irish rebellion against the British during
the Easter Rising of 1916, when a small band of Irish freedomfighters made it their headquarters and fortress.
You’ll want to take a stroll on Henry Street, the city’s busiest
shopping strip for residents. Along with the more upscale Grafton
Street, this is one of Dublin’s two main pedestrian lanes and is
packed with excellent shops and the huge department store,
Debenhams. This promenade is always thronged with locals. At
the far end it becomes Mary Street with other little shopping lanes

branching off from it.
You might find yourself
going full-circle, ending up
back at Ha’penny Bridge
across the River Liffey. And
even if you’re not going
back over to the south
side of the city, it might be
fun just to cross over the
bridge anyway, and then
turn around and cross
back again, where you started from.
That completes our look at Dublin, so time to find a nice restaurant
for our tour finale.
We took eight days to make leisurely circuit all the way around the
country. As you can tell from the many wonderful sights that we’ve
seen, this is a trip that you will really enjoy.

The Movies

England, Scotland, Ireland - summary
https://youtu.be/9PDM2LiaGPE
London Playlist: http://bit.ly/2Cu2BgX
Bath Playlist: https://bit.ly/2I4yZ92
York Playlist: https://bit.ly/2xgm3s7
Lake District: https://youtu.be/6-YTb6W5F5w
Edinburgh https://youtu.be/iqhVtRqKX44
Ireland Playlist https://bit.ly/2CAfweV
Tour website: http://toursbytrain.com/Britisth-Isles.html
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British
Isles
Tour

This is a preliminary
schedule with times
and details subject
to modification.

6 LONDON
Morning bus tour.
Tower of London
Thames boat ride
Afternoon free.
British Museum

7 BATH
8:30 leave hotel
noon arrive Bath.

13 EDINBURGH
Morning drive in
private van to
Edinburgh.
3:00pm arrival
Afternoon
orientation walk and
bus tour.

14 EDINBURGH
Morning walk in
New Town. art
museum
Afternoon, Castle,
History museum,

2:00 pm
walking tour.

8 BATH
8am Cotswolds:
Castle Combe,
Bibury, Tetbury
Evening to
Stonehenge.
15 EDINBURGH
Free day.
Options: further
walks in Edinburgh;
bus to Leith, Royal
Yacht, or full day
tour to Highlands,
or other nearby
destinations.

2
Departure from
Honolulu
9:00pm
meet at United.

3
Flying

10:47pm - 6:54am
to San Francisco
9 YORK
Morning train to
York, arr 1:30pm

4:00 pm - 5:55 am
to London
10 YORK
City tour on
foot

3:00pm walking
tour.

Free afternoon.

16 GALWAY
Morning transfer to
airport.
9:30-10:50pm flight
to Dublin.
Driving tour to
Galway including
Clonmacnoise.

17 GALWAY
Tour of Connemara
with Kylemore
Abbey, Clifden and
the National Park.

8:30am - 2:44pm
to Chicago

4 LONDON
5:55am arrival
taxi to hotel.
afternoon
orientation walk.
the Strand, Covent
Garden, Soho
11 LAKE
DISTRICT
Scenic ride across
Yorkshire Dales in
private van, arrive
Lakes District late
afternoon.
18 DINGLE
Coastal drive:
highlights, The
Burren, Cliffs of
Moher, ferry across
the Shannon, Tralee.
Late afternoon arr
Dingle.

5 LONDON
Morning walk
Regent/Oxford
Bond.
Changing Guards
Westminster Abbey
12 LAKE
DISTRICT
All-day private van
tour of the Lake
District.

19 DINGLE
Tour the Dingle
Peninsula, Gallarus
Oratory, Slea Head,
Connor Pass, beach
at Coomenoole.
(Royal wedding
is at noon.)

20 KILLARNEY
21 KINSALE
22 DUBLIN
23 DUBLIN
24 fly home
Tour the Ring of
8:30am depart and
Morning drive to
free day
12:25 pm - 2:45 pm
Kerry via Killorglin, drive to Bantry
Rock of Cashel,
Book of Kells
to Chicago
Moll’s Gap, Ladies and Kinsale.
Late afternoon
St Stephen’s Green 3:45pm - 6:22pm
View, Killarney
4pm arr.
arrive in Dublin.
Museums
to San Francisco
National Park and
Walking tour
Temple Bar
7:02pm - 9:34pm
along the Lakes of
Walking Tour
O’Connell Sreet.
to Honolulu
Killarney.
London: Citadines Trafalgar, 18 Northumberland, 44 20 7 766 37 00
IRELAND
Bath: Abbey Hotel, North Parade, 44 1225 809384
Galway: The Galmont, Lough Atalia Road 353 91 538 300
York: Dean Court Hotel, Duncombe Pl, 44 1904 625082
Dingle: Skellig Hotel, Emlagh West, 353 66 915 0200
Lake District: Burn How, Belsfield Road, Bowness, 44 15394 46226
Killarney: Randles Hotel, Muckross Road 353 64 6635333
Edinburgh: Radisson Blu Hotel, 80 High Street, 44 131 473 6590
Kinsale: Actons Hotel, Pier Road, 353 21 4779900
Dublin: The Alex, 41-47 Fenian St, 353 1 607390

